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Abstract

Polymeric materials have been used in a range of pharmaceutical and biotechnology products for more than 40 years. These materials have evolved from their earlier use as biodegradable products such as resorbable sutures, orthopaedic implants, macroscale and microscale drug delivery systems such as microparticles and wafers used as controlled drug release depots, to multifunctional nanoparticles (NPs) capable of targeting, and controlled release of therapeutic and diagnostic agents. These newer generations of targeted and controlled release polymeric NPs are now engineered to navigate the complex in vivo environment, and incorporate functionalities for achieving target specificity, control of drug concentration and exposure kinetics at the tissue, cell, and subcellular levels. Indeed this optimization of drug pharmacology as aided by careful design of multifunctional NPs can lead to improved drug safety and efficacy, and may be complimentary to drug enhancements that are traditionally achieved by medicinal chemistry. In this regard, polymeric NPs have the potential to result in a highly differentiated new class of therapeutics, distinct from the original active drugs used in their composition, and distinct from first generation NPs that largely facilitated drug formulation. A greater flexibility in the design of drug molecules themselves may also be facilitated following their incorporation into NPs, as drug properties (solubility, metabolism, plasma binding, biodistribution, target tissue accumulation) will no longer be constrained to the same extent by drug chemical composition, but also become in-part the function of the physicochemical properties of the NP. The combination of optimally designed drugs with optimally engineered polymeric NPs opens up the possibility of improved clinical outcomes that may not be achievable with the administration of drugs in their conventional form. In this critical review, we aim to provide insights into the design and development of targeted polymeric NPs and to highlight the challenges associated with the engineering of this novel class of therapeutics, including considerations of NP design optimization, development and biophysicochemical properties. Additionally, we highlight some recent examples from the literature, which demonstrate current trends and novel concepts in both the design and utility of targeted polymeric NPs (444 references).
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1. Introduction

The application of nanotechnology to developing safer and more effective medicines (nanomedicine) is set to substantially influence the landscape of both pharmaceutical and biotechnology industries for decades to come.\textsuperscript{1–3} This increasing interest in nanomedicine is driven in large part by a fast pace of innovation and emerging successes of nanoparticle (NP) based drug delivery systems.\textsuperscript{4} Discoveries in the field of nanomedicine have so far proven to be both evolutionary and revolutionary in nature.\textsuperscript{5} The promotion of interdisciplinary research and the discovery of colloidal mechanisms of drug delivery in the 1960’s and 1970’s led to the development of the earlier nanomedicines; liposomes\textsuperscript{6} and polymer-drug conjugates.\textsuperscript{7, 8} The evolution of these NPs was followed by their successful “stealth” rendition by modifying the NP surface using polyethylene glycol (PEG) polymers in order to prevent non-specific binding of NP surfaces to blood components and reduce their rapid uptake and clearance \textit{in vivo} by the cells of the mononuclear phagocytic system (MPS), leading to prolonged blood circulation times.\textsuperscript{21} Following the development of antibody technologies came the ability to potentially increase NP specificity through bioconjugation of affinity ligands, such as antibodies, antibody fragments, peptides, aptamers (Apts), sugars, and small molecules to their surface in order to create targeted NPs.\textsuperscript{12, 21–23} Fig. 1 presents a timeline for the development of several distinct NPs, which have been either approved for human use or are undergoing clinical trials including: liposome, albumin, and polymeric NPs. In addition to these, polymer coated iron oxide NPs have also been approved by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for use as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) contrast agents.

Potential advantages of therapeutic NPs include: (1) the ability to improve the pharmaceutical and pharmacological properties of drugs, potentially without the need to alter drug molecules, (2) enhancement of therapeutic efficacy by targeted delivery of drugs in a tissue- or cell-specific manner, (3) delivery of drugs across a range of biological barriers including epithelial and endothelial, (4) delivery of drugs to intracellular sites of action, (5) the ability to deliver multiple types of therapeutics with potentially different physicochemical properties, (6) the ability to deliver a combination of imaging and therapeutic agents for real-time monitoring of therapeutic efficacy and, (7) possibilities to develop highly differentiated therapeutics protected by a unique set of intellectual properties.\textsuperscript{7, 24}

With respect to NP research, targeting refers to differential spatial localization and describes the intentional homing of NPs to active sites in disease conditions and is distinct from molecularly targeted drugs. While molecularly targeted drugs preferentially modulate the function of proteins abnormally expressed or activated in a disease state, they are not designed for spatial localization and indiscriminately distribute within the body, contributing to off-target adverse effects.\textsuperscript{25} This differential spatial localization of NPs encompasses two different approaches, which are “passive” or “active” targeting. Passive targeting refers to the preferential accumulation of NPs (bearing no affinity ligands) at active sites and is directly related to the inherent biophysicochemical properties of the NP (size, shape, charge and flexibility \textit{etc}). These biophysicochemical properties may also impede the effective concentration of NPs at active sites due to competitive events manifested by the MPS system leading to the sequestration of NPs, thereby limiting their systemic concentration and potential to extravasate into target tissues or bind to target cell populations.\textsuperscript{26} Active targeting is a term used to describe the mode of action of NPs with surface modification to incorporate affinity ligands with specificity to disease tissues and cells. These NPs differentially bind to target molecules as a result of the binding properties of the ligands on the NP surface (passive and active targeting are further described in section 3). Although more than 30 years have gone by since the implementation of the concept of targeted NPs,
only a handful of these targeted NPs have reached clinical development and none have been clinically approved (Table 1). Limiting factors such as: (1) insufficient understanding of events at the nano-bio interface both in vitro and in vivo, (2) inadequate knowledge of the fate of NPs at the body, organ, and cellular levels, (3) difficulty in achieving reproducible and controlled synthesis of NPs at scales suitable for clinical development and commercialization, and, (4) lack of technologies enabling screening of a large number of NP candidates under biologically relevant conditions that could be reliably correlated to clinical performance are some possible explanations for the slow clinical translation of these nanomedicines. Though a vast array of materials have been used to formulate NPs for drug delivery, including polymers, lipids, carbon, silica oxides, metal oxides and semiconductor nanocrystals, this review focuses specifically on targeted controlled release polymeric NPs for therapeutic applications. This focus stems from the potential impact of polymers on medicine as evidenced through previous clinical successes of polymers as biomedical materials, as well as their potential as targeted therapeutic NPs.

1.1 Polymeric therapeutic nanoparticles: drug delivery vehicles or a novel class of therapeutics?

The first generation clinically approved NP drug delivery technologies (liposomes, micelles, proteins etc.) lacked controlled release and active targeting properties, and were able to generally improve the safety and efficacy of the active drugs they carried. Among these first generation NPs, DOXIL, Abraxane and Genexol-PM were developed for cancer therapy. DOXIL was the first FDA approved liposome nanomedicine to reach clinical approval in 1995 for AIDS related Kaposi’s syndrome. By encapsulating doxorubicin (Dox) within liposomes, DOXIL changed the pharmacokinetics (PK) and biodistribution (BD) of Dox, facilitating a longer circulation half-life and therefore higher tumour dose accumulation of this drug. Although the maximum tolerated dose (MTD) of DOXIL (50 mg m$^{-2}$ every 4 weeks) was lower than that of standard Dox (60 mg m$^{-2}$ every 3 weeks) and DOXIL exhibited a new toxicity of hand-foot syndrome (palmar-plantar erythrodysesthesia), however, in this case the therapeutic index of Dox was enhanced. This enhancement was due to the fact that the cardiotoxicity associated with the free drug (Dox) was reduced and efficacy was demonstrated in taxane/platinum-resistant ovarian cancers. Despite the clinical validation of liposome technology, this class of NPs generally lack controlled release properties that can control the kinetics of drug exposure at the target tissue, and liposomes are also comparatively less stable as compared to polymeric NPs (discussed further in section 2). The approval of Abraxane (nab-paclitaxel) in 2005 by the FDA, which is based on the NP albumin-bound (nab) platform, led to the second class of therapeutic NPs to be clinically validated. In comparison to paclitaxel (Ptxl) formulated with Cremophor EL (Taxol), Abraxane demonstrated significantly higher tumour response rates (33% vs. 19%) and longer times to tumour progression (23.0 vs. 16.9 weeks) among metastatic breast cancer patients who did not respond to combination therapy. Upon administration of Abraxane, the NP formulation rapidly dissociates into its constituents of albumin and Ptxl molecules and therefore does not materially impact the circulation half-life or BD profile of Ptxl. However, the nab platform significantly improved the MTD of Ptxl (260 mg m$^{-2}$ vs. 175 mg m$^{-2}$ for Taxol every 3 weeks) by removing the need for the use of the toxic excipient—Cremophor EL. Therefore, nab-technology does not dramatically improve drug PK or BD, and the utility of this technology is largely limited to improving the therapeutic index of hydrophobic drugs that are currently formulated with poorly tolerated solvents. Furthermore, not all validated drugs can bind to albumin which further limits the utility of the nab-technology. Genexol-PM (a Ptxl loaded polymeric micelle) was approved in Korea in 2007. This polymeric micelle technology also removed the need for the use of Cremophor EL leading to an increase of Ptxl MTD up to 300 mg m$^{-2}$ every 3 weeks for
Each clinically validated NP platform has made sufficient improvement to drug safety and efficacy for successful approval, yet each platform has unique limitations, and most clinicians would argue that none have made a marked improvement in clinical outcomes. Today there are nearly 250 nanomedicine products in various stages of preclinical and clinical development. For a NP platform to maximally improve drug pharmaceutical and pharmacological properties resulting in a highly differentiated new therapeutic with superior safety and efficacy, in most cases it will need to predictably change drug PK, BD, and tissue exposure kinetics—in a tunable and predictable manner. The successful development of such NP platforms is expected to create an entirely novel class of therapeutic NPs. The combination of one or more drugs with controlled release polymeric biomaterials for tunable drug exposure, and molecular targeting for differential delivery has the potential to create novel therapeutic NPs for a range of medical applications. These efforts may yield NPs with highly differentiated drug pharmacology and efficacy, analogous to creating novel drugs through conventional medicinal chemistry. Polymeric NPs have the capability to: (1) release drugs at an experimentally predetermined rate over a prolonged period of time, (2) release drugs preferentially at target sites with the possibility of controlled release rates, (3) maintain drug concentrations within therapeutically appropriate ranges in circulation and within tissues and; (4) protect drugs (small molecules, proteins, nucleic acids or peptides) from hepatic inactivation, enzymatic degradation and rapid clearance in vivo. Polymeric NPs encapsulate various drugs and release them in a regulated manner via diffusion of the drug molecules through the polymer matrix or via differential surface and bulk erosion rates of the particles. The systematic design of these systems allows for the fine-tuning and optimization of the exact polymeric NP composition that can lead to increased efficacy in vivo. By careful selection of the composition of polymeric NPs resulting in optimal PK/BD, the total amount of drug and the duration of drug exposure in target tissue can be altered and improved substantially. Additionally, the incorporation of targeting ligands on NPs can lead to their increased uptake and their active agents, leading to enhanced therapeutic outcomes. In this regard, targeted polymeric NPs have the potential to be highly differentiated therapeutics, distinct from the original active agents used in their composition and distinct from first generation NPs that largely facilitated drug formulation. Additionally, the higher intracellular concentration of drugs delivered by targeted polymeric NPs can potentially maximize therapeutic efficacy by overcoming drug resistance mediated by multidrug resistance (MDR) proteins. The sub-cellular targeting of NPs can result in highly specific delivery of drug payloads to intracellular targets. Several MDR transporters exist, of which the p-glycoprotein, human multidrug resistance protein (MRP1) and the breast cancer resistance protein have been widely studied. Drug delivery using targeted polymeric NPs can result in continued release of drugs at a high concentration directly within the cell, potentially overcoming drug efflux. Several studies in drug-resistant mouse models have demonstrated an enhanced antitumour activity for targeted NPs (e.g. folate-receptor targeted polymeric micelles, transferrin-conjugated Ptxl NPs etc.), in comparison to their non-targeted equivalents which were shown to be not as effective. This review focuses on the development of targeted polymeric NPs and aims to highlight and discuss benefits and challenges of this novel class of therapeutics.

2. Controlled release polymeric NPs from discovery to the clinic

Controlled release systems generally refer to technologies or biomaterials that can be engineered to release drugs at predetermined and/or tuneable rates, or in response to external stimuli and triggers. Polymeric materials have emerged as a major class of controlled release systems since their unique physicochemical, synthetic, biocompatibility, and degradation
properties can be readily manipulated using well-established techniques. Additionally, polymeric NP systems may be able to overcome the limitations of lipidic NPs such as liposomes. For example some key limitations of liposomes include: their propensity to burst release cargo in vivo, a lack of compatibility with various active agents, a limited drug loading volume, the oxidation of liposomal phospholipids, and poor shelf-life stability. In contrast, polymeric drug delivery systems are comparably stable in vivo, have high drug loading capacities, and can employ both controlled or triggered release of drugs. Due to these properties, polymeric nanomaterials are well positioned to continue to provide a diversity of solutions to a range of problems in medicine. In this section, we will provide an overview of selected developments that have led the way for the clinical translation of controlled release polymeric NPs.

Polymers have been recognized for their potential in drug delivery applications since the 1960’s. However, at that time, many biomaterials were simply repurposed from industrial or household applications and therefore had inherent limitations. This began to change in the 1970’s, particularly after seminal work by Langer and Folkman in 1976 which demonstrated that controlled release of macromolecules from biodegradable polymers in a temporal manner was possible. A variety of macromolecules, which previously could not have been used as drugs due to PK or toxicity concerns could now be encapsulated into slow-releasing polymeric drug reservoirs and thereby developed into therapeutics suitable for use in humans. Over the past 4 decades controlled release polymer technology has impacted virtually every branch of medicine including ophthalmology, pulmonary, pain medicine, endocrinology, cardiology, orthopaedics, immunology, neurology and dentistry. The annual worldwide market of controlled release polymer systems which extends beyond drug delivery is now estimated at $60 billion and these systems are used by over 100 million people each year.

Today, the most commonly used polymers for controlled drug release applications include poly(D,L-lactide-co-glycolide) (PLGA), poly(lactic acid) (PLA), poly(glutamic acid) (PGA), poly(caprolactone) (PCL), N-(2-hydroxypropyl)-methacrylate copolymers (HPMA), and poly(amo acids). In particular, PLGA, PGA and PLA (Fig. 2) have been widely used in an impressive number of controlled release products, particularly due to their favourable biocompatibility and biodegradability properties. These stem, in part, from simple clearance of the polymer matrix by the body’s homeostatic metabolic pathways.

Following the earlier work of Langer and Folkman, interest began to grow in developing slow releasing drug depots including surgical implants and injectable microparticles. The focus of these controlled release systems was principally to enable the potential use of macromolecules that had short half-lives as therapeutics, to enhance patient compliance, to improve drug efficacy and reduce side effects by delivering agents locally, and to simplify dosing in cases where prolonged drug exposure was necessary. Years of preclinical work done in parallel and in collaboration by several groups in the 1970s, 1980s, and 1990s ultimately led to a number of clinical successes. For example, Zoladex, a PLGA copolymer impregnated with Goserelin acetate for treating breast and prostate cancers was approved by the FDA in 1998. It was designed to be injected subcutaneously so that the active agent could be released slowly into systemic circulation and reach its target sites. The same year Lupron Depot, a PLGA microsphere formulation of leuprolide acetate, was approved by the FDA to treat advanced prostate cancers. Among other notable controlled release formulations that followed is Gliadel, a biodegradable Polifeprosan 20 carmustine-embedded wafer for the treatment of gliomas that became the first new treatment for gliomas in 20 years on its approval in 1996, and Atridox, a polylactide and N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP) polymer blend containing doxycycline hyclate for subgingival delivery, which was FDA approved in 1998 to treat periodontal disease.
formulations of note include Sandostatin LAR, a PLGA slow release formulation of octreotide acetate for tumour control in neuroendocrine disorders approved in 1998.\textsuperscript{70} Trelstar Depot, a PLGA based microparticle formulation of triptorelin pamoate used for prostate cancer and other indications, was FDA approved in 2000.\textsuperscript{71} The evolving ability to manufacture and control the assembly of polymers to nanoscale dimensions combined with growing interest in applying nanotechnology to medicine drove the downsizing of controlled release drug depots from macro or micro-scale products to the nano-scale.\textsuperscript{72} Indeed the clinical success of these initial formulations both validated the concept of controlled release from polymers and set the stage for the coming of the polymeric NP era.

3. NP differential spatial localization; by passive or active means

3.1 Passive targeting

Currently, all of the clinically validated therapeutic and imaging NPs are considered passively targeted first generation nanomedicines.\textsuperscript{7} The majority of these NPs exhibit prolonged circulation times \textit{in vivo} and accumulate at particular sites simply due to blood hemodynamic forces and diffusive mechanisms. Passive targeting is widely exploited in oncology applications since, in particular, tumours facilitate accumulation of NPs through the widely reported “enhanced permeation and retention” (EPR) effect. This was a milestone discovery made by Maeda \textit{et al.}, who in the 1980’s demonstrated the principle of passive targeting of colloidal particles to tumours.\textsuperscript{73} In their initial studies, significantly higher concentrations of the cytotoxic drug neocarzinostatin was discovered in tumour tissue post administration of the polymer-drug conjugate poly(styrene-co-maleic acid)-neocarzinostatin (SMANCS), in comparison to control experiments where the drug was administered in its free form.\textsuperscript{73} This led Maeda \textit{et al.} to postulate that the enhanced accumulation of the colloidal particles in the tumour was attributed to the structural features of the tumour vasculature, an observation, which was termed the EPR effect.\textsuperscript{74} The EPR effect has been observed with a wide range of macromolecular agents such as proteins; including immunoglobulin G (IgG), drug-polymer conjugates, micelles, liposomes, polymeric NPs and many other types of NPs.\textsuperscript{63,75–77}

Tumour tissue is highly heterogeneous and is perfused by an aberrant and leaky microvasculature. Indeed, tumour microvasculature has been shown to be characterized by excessive branching, chaotic structures, enlarged inter-endothelial gaps with associated break-down of tight junctions between endothelial cells, and a disrupted basement membrane.\textsuperscript{78} These large gaps between endothelial cells facilitate the extravasation of particulate material from the surrounding vessels into the tumour.\textsuperscript{79} In addition to large leaky endothelial gaps, an impaired lymphatic drainage system further entraps macromolecular particles and delays their clearance. EPR is most effective for colloidal material of >40 kDa and can occur even in the absence of targeting ligands on NPs.\textsuperscript{73} The size cut-off thresholds between endothelial cells varies between tumour type, though permeability and extravasation of NPs up to 400 nm through endothelial gaps has been observed (in mouse xenograft models of human cancers).\textsuperscript{80} In addition to abnormal architecture, tumour blood vessels also have impaired receptors for angiotensin II which controls vessel constriction.\textsuperscript{81} Solid tumours often produce large concentrations of vascular permeability factors as a result of rapidly growing tumour cells that require an increased supply of nutrients and oxygen. There are a number of vascular mediators which facilitate the EPR effect and these include; bradykinin, nitric oxide (NO), peroxynitrite (ONOO\textsuperscript{−}), prostaglandins, angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE) inhibitors, vascular endothelial permeability factor (VEGF) and numerous other cytokines.\textsuperscript{82} These factors are all indeed mediators of inflammatory processes and as such it is not surprising that the EPR effect may also manifest in other inflammatory scenarios such as arthritis, infection and advanced atherosclerotic plaques.\textsuperscript{73,83}
Currently the observations of EPR are the main premise for the design of tumour specific nanomedicines for drug delivery or imaging applications, however there are a number of caveats that need to be considered. For instance, the fact that large tumours show pathophysiological heterogeneity is a problem, as NPs cannot effectively accumulate throughout the tumour, in particular, the central regions of metastatic tumours do not exhibit the EPR effect which leads to lowered accumulation of colloidal NPs. Furthermore, the degree of vascular permeability which ultimately leads to heterogeneity between tumour models and variable tumour microenvironments can affect the cut-off size for NP accumulation in tumours, restricting their effective penetration range, and additionally, also accounts for the lack of observable EPR effects in certain tumour types. Moreover, the negative pressure gradient present within the tumour interstitium can substantially limit the convection of NPs from the intravascular to the extravascular space within tumours, regardless of the presence of leaky vasculature. Since interstitial pressure is higher at the tumour core and diminishes outwards towards the tumour periphery rim, this can cause NPs to flow outwards from the tumour leading to a loss of effective drug dose within tumours. To circumvent these problems targeted NPs can be used for more efficient tumour or target tissue retention and cellular uptake, resulting in improved efficacy. Additionally, methods of elevating blood pressure or introducing NO-secreting compounds have been investigated by means of administering adjuvants in addition to NP injections. For example, VEGF can increase vascular permeability, and was shown to enhance the extravasation of NPs across tumour vasculature when co-administered with liposome NPs. In addition to bradykinin, NO and prostaglandins that are factors involved in the regulation of vascular permeability, the administration of a number of kinase inhibitors has also led to an enhanced EPR effect. The coadministration of a transforming growth factor beta (TGFβ) receptor inhibitor led to an enhancement of EPR mediated accumulation of both liposomal and micelle NPs, which was a direct result of reduction of pericyte coverage on tumour neovasculature. By enhancing vascular permeability and lowering the pressure difference by raising blood pressure, the overall “leakiness” of tumour vessels and therefore passive accumulation of NPs can be increased.

The majority of passively targeted NPs possess a surface coated with PEG polymer for biocompatibility; however, this highly hydrophilic surface does not result in optimal endocytic uptake by cancer cells within the tumour. This problem which has been referred to by some as the “PEG dilemma” has been suggested to hamper efficient drug delivery in tumours as passively targeted NPs end up releasing their therapeutic payload into the tumour milieu rather than within cancer cells. However, in the case of cytotoxic drugs—many have been shown to have longer elimination half-lives in tumours vs. normal tissue. Therefore, the delivery of higher amounts of drugs to tumours can lead to longer durations of drug exposure at higher concentrations and enhanced efficacy. For example, docetaxel (Dtxl) has an elimination half-life of 2.2–4.5 h in normal tissue and 22 h in tumours, demonstrating long tumour site retention relative to non-tumoural tissues. For drugs that are not readily retained in tumours or macromolecular drugs that are not readily taken up by cancer cells, then extracellular drug release may be less effective at maintaining a differentially high tumour drug concentration over an extended period of time. This problem is further compounded with NP systems that lack controlled drug release properties. For example, micelle NPs can demonstrate a very rapid “burst” release post administration (releasing up to 50% of their encapsulated drug within 30 min) leading to premature drug release prior to effective EPR mediated tumour accumulation. Similar problems exist for liposome based NPs, which can lead to either very slow or fast release of their therapeutic content. Furthermore, the administration of PEGylated liposomes has led to the production of PEG-specific antibodies, causing the rapid clearance of a further administered dose—leading to an accelerated blood clearance (ABC) phenomena—which further diminishes...
effective drug concentrations at tumour sites, but can be rectified by careful tuning of dose (discussed in more detail in section 3.2).98

Extensive efforts in forming PEGylated block copolymers have ultimately resulted in the clinical translation of a number of passively targeted polymeric NPs including: SP1049C,99 NK911,100 Genexol-PM and others, which are now in early phase clinical trials for treating a variety of cancers.17 In general, these NPs are PEGylated polymeric micelle formulations. Polymer micelles are polymeric NPs that form from the self assembly of amphiphilic polymers at concentrations above the critical micelle concentration (CMC), yielding NPs which can encapsulate poorly water soluble drugs.101 SP1049C is a pluronic polymeric micelle NP that is composed of a Dox-entrapping hydrophobic core and a hydrophilic polymer, and is currently undergoing phase II studies in patients with metastatic cancer of the esophagus and esophageal junction that have been refractive to standard chemotherapy treatments.99 SP1049C was observed to be effective in bypassing p-glycoprotein-mediated drug resistance.102 In this study, patients were treated with a single dose of SP1049C, 75 mg m\(^{-2}\) (Dox) given as an intravenous infusion every 3 weeks.99 The results of this study and preclinical studies demonstrated superior anti-tumour efficacy for SP1049C when compared to free Dox administration.99

Two other passively targeted polymeric NPs are NK911, a micellar NP comprising PEG, Dox and poly(aspartic acid), and Genexol-PM, which is a Ptxl-encapsulated PEG-PLA micelle formulation currently in phase II development for various cancers.17, 43, 103 As mentioned previously, Genexol-PM does not require the use of Cremphor EL, and has therefore led to an increase in Ptxl MTD for breast cancer therapy.42, 104 Additionally, Genexol-PM administration demonstrated increased treatment response rates when given to patients who were not responsive to standard taxane therapy with Ptxl/carboplatin therapies, further suggesting improved outcomes for MDR cases. Xyotax (Ptxl-poliglumex), also a passively targeted polymeric NP in which Ptxl is conjugated to poly(-glutamic acid), was shown to preferentially target ovarian tumours.105, 106 Another example of a passively targeted polymeric NP undergoing phase trials is IT-101, a camptothecin-cyclodextrin polymer conjugate that has shown prolonged circulation times and slow drug release kinetics in vivo, both in pre-clinical and clinical studies.107 These first generation polymeric NPs have so far demonstrated activity against tumours that have been resistant to standard therapies, and show promise in stabilizing disease in patients. The containment of drugs within these NPs leads to significantly reduced off target effects, which can lead to wider therapeutic windows and lower systemic toxicities. Passive targeting strategies are not without limitations and therefore considerable efforts are now underway to investigate actively targeted NPs that can further retain NPs at active sites. Currently there are three targeted polymeric NPs undergoing clinical trials which include: BIND-014, CALAA-01 and SEL-068; these targeted clinical stage NPs will be discussed further in section 3.3.

3.1.1 Long circulating polymeric NPs—Following the discovery of themany inherent advantages for the use of polymeric materials in drug delivery applications, a landmark paper by Langer and colleagues in 1994 demonstrated that forming diblock copolymers of controlled release polymers with PEG could dramatically increase the circulation half-lives of polymeric NPs.14 Since then, there have been a myriad of PEGylated polymeric NPs reported in the literature with the benefits of PEGylation demonstrated across a broad range of polymer molecular architectures and macromolecular assemblies.108–110 In addition to this extensive preclinical work, PEG has been validated clinically in many different applications, and is currently listed as “Generally Recognized as Safe” (GRAS) by the FDA, making it particularly attractive to translational researchers.109 The success of PEG in transforming polymeric NP drug delivery has not been without its challenges however, some of which remain ongoing areas of investigation. For example, the induction of the
aforementioned ABC phenomena by PEGylated liposomes has been shown to be influenced by NP size, surface charge, constituents, and time period prior to second dose, and has been observed with other types of NPs, and even been shown to be dependent on NP therapeutic load and type. However, observations of ABC phenomena have been conflicting in the literature so far as the induction of PEG specific antibodies have been observed in some cases and not in others—therefore given the variable design and composition of NPs, these effects should be investigated on a case-by-case basis. A number of studies have now demonstrated that PEG appears to activate complement in a concentration and molecular weight dependent manner, through classical (C1q dependent), lectin, or alternative pathways. While PEG is capable of both activating complement and eliciting anti-PEG antibody responses, the manner and extent of these immune responses can be modulated. Further, it has been shown that modifying the density of PEG on a NP surface alters the complement activation pathway, perhaps by altering the conformation of the PEG chains on the NP surface. These data suggest that surface optimization of PEG density and molecular weight will be critical to avoid unwanted immune (non-IgE) hypersensitivity reactions. In addition to complement activation, as mentioned previously, PEGylated liposomes have been shown to elicit immunoglobulin M (IgM) antibodies in a number of reports, leading to ABC phenomena post-repeat dosing in a short time interval following initial dose administration. Production of short term anti-PEG IgM appears to be dependent on the species tested, dose, PEG density, NP charge, and type of drug encapsulated. It is noted, that to attenuate the anti-PEG immune response, it appears important to tune the dose, shorten the PEG molecular weight, increase the density of PEG on the NP surface, tune NP surface charge close to neutral, and/or encapsulate an agent that attenuates macrophage function, such as Dox. The clinical significance of these reports in terms of affecting PEGylated NP drug carriers has not been critically evaluated, though further preclinical and clinical data (Table 1) will at least provide an interim answer. At this point, with known methods to attenuate the anti-PEG immune response, and the well-established clinical success of the DOXIL (PEGylated liposome) and many other clinically validated PEGylated proteins, one can conclude that the anti-PEG immune response is not an intractable issue for polymeric NP carriers. Furthermore, alternatives to PEG are currently being developed, including new polymers or zwitterionic surfaces that are ultra-low fouling in nature. The preclinical data for these systems is encouraging, and their further development and study in the context of NP drug delivery is widely anticipated.

In order to achieve effective EPR mediated targeting, NPs must have long-circulating half-lives that facilitate more opportunities for the passage of NPs from the systemic circulation into the disordered and permeable regions of tumour vasculature. As mentioned previously, passive targeting strategies are not without limitations and therefore considerable efforts are now underway to investigate actively targeted NPs that can further retain NPs at active sites. Targeted NPs facilitate receptor-mediated endocytosis (RME), releasing therapeutic agents in a more effective manner once inside target cell populations, which can significantly increase drug efficacy.

### 3.2 Active targeting

Active targeting involves the use of affinity ligands to direct the binding of NPs to antigens, differentially overexpressed on the plasma membrane of diseased cells or to the extra-cellular matrix proteins that are differentially overexpressed in the disease tissue. The first reports of targeted NPs date back to 1980’s and involved the surface modification of liposomes with monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) that recognized antigens on the target cells. There are 30 mAbs approved for clinical use to date. Muromonab-CD3 (OKT3, immunosuppressive agent) was the first antibody to be approved in 1986. Since
then a myriad of antibody platforms have been developed including murine, chimeric, humanized and human mAbs. For example, the chimeric mAb rituximab (Rituxan), which binds to the CD20 antigen, was approved for the treatment of non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma in 1997. The humanized mAb trastuzumab (Herceptin) which binds to the HER2/neu antigen was approved for the treatment of breast cancer in 1998. Stemming from the success of mAbs, several other classes of binding ligands were developed against many target antigens, including antibody mimetics, peptides, nucleic acid ligands and small molecules (see section 5). Many of these ligands have been conjugated to radioisotopes or drug molecules to create more effective targeted imaging and therapeutic modalities. In contrast to ligand-drug conjugates which typically carry 1–8 drug molecules, ligand targeted NPs may carry up to $10^3$ to $10^4$ drug molecules, allowing for potentially a higher amount of drug delivery per bio-recognition or binding event.

Actively targeted NPs can be utilized in applications where drug release is either extracellular or intracellular. Therapies that act on intracellular sites of action are most effectively delivered with targeted NPs. Actively targeted NPs may be internalized via clathrin-dependent endocytosis pathways, caveolin-assisted, cell adhesion molecule directed, or lipid raft associated mechanisms, leading to endosome formation, which ultimately leads to lysosomes. For hydrophobic small molecule drugs that can readily permeate through the lipid bilayer of the endosomal membrane, drug release within the endosome will result in permeation within the intracellular compartments. For delivery of bioactive macromolecules such as nucleic acids (DNA, siRNA, miRNA) or charged hydrophilic small molecules that are relatively impermeable to the endosomal membrane, the NPs need to escape the endosome prior to fusion with lysosomes if NPs are to reach their desired subcellular compartments. Many efforts have led to the investigation of mechanisms that lead to endosomal escape based on pH buffering, osmotic swelling leading to endosome bursting or endosomal membrane destabilization. Ligand mediated cell internalization can result in enhanced therapeutic benefits as compared to equivalent non-targeted NPs. Experiments comparing targeted and non-targeted NPs have confirmed that the primary role of the targeting ligand is to enhance cellular uptake into target cells. For example, accumulation of siRNA-loaded NPs at tumour sites is largely a function of effective EPR via passive targeting; however, cellular internalization and effective gene silencing are largely a function of targeting ligand where targeted NPs are significantly more efficacious as compared to equivalent non-targeted NPs. This behaviour suggests that the colloidal properties of NPs determine their biodistribution, whereas the targeting ligand serves to facilitate and enhance cellular uptake at targeted sites.

Ligand mediated targeting is also beneficial in the case of vascular endothelial targeting for both oncology and cardiovascular applications, and the identification of high affinity ligands for this purpose is an active area of research. Recent studies have shown that small peptide targeted polymeric NPs showed substantial accumulation to injured vasculature following angioplasty compared to non-targeted NPs. Interest in the use of short peptides as targeting ligands has increased. In comparison to larger mAb’s peptide ligands have the advantage of being (i) smaller in size, (ii) less immunogenic, (iii) more stable; and (iv) easier to manufacture. Peptides however, have relatively lower affinity for their target site, and this deficiency is in-part mitigated through ligand avidity which is achieved by incorporating multiple peptides on the NP surface. The establishment of a wide range of phage display libraries and screening technologies has resulted in isolation of peptide ligands against many important targets (targeting ligands are discussed further in section 5).
While the potential benefit of ligand-mediated NP targeting is clear, this technology has not resulted in a clinically validated product so far. Within the 32 years since the first description of targeted NPs, only six targeted NPs have progressed to clinical trials (Table 1). From these six NPs, three are targeted polymeric NPs and three are targeted liposomes. MCC-465 was the first of these to be developed and consists of liposome encapsulated Dox, with a surface decorated with both PEG and dimers of antigen-binding fragments (F(ab')2) for immune shielding and targeting respectively. The F(ab')2 used in the development of this NP is a fragment of the human mAb, GAH which has shown affinity to >90% of human stomach cancer cells. Additionally, antibody fragments may be preferred for certain applications since they retain the high affinity and specificity of antibodies but are smaller in size and therefore potentially less immunogenic. MCC-456 was shown to exhibit significant antitumour response against GAH-positive xenografts resulting in up to 80% reduction in tumour mass in comparison to controls. Phase I trials with MCC-465 were carried out in order to determine the MTD and further dosing regimens for Phase II analysis. In this study patients with metastatic cancer or recurrent stomach cancer were administered 6.5 mg m−2 of MCC-465 as a 1 h infusion every 3 weeks for up to 6 treatment cycles. It was concluded that MCC-465 was well tolerated and similar pharmacokinetic outcomes were observed as compared to DOXIL. However, MCC-465 does not appear to have progressed through clinical development after phase I completion.

SGT53-01 is a transferrin receptor (TfR)-targeted liposome designed to carry the p53 tumour suppressor gene to cancer cells. SGT53-01 targets the TfR on the surface of cancer cells using single-chain antibody fragments (TfRscFv) and results in the expression of p53 gene in the targeted cancer cells. Pre-clinical studies have indicated that SGT53-01 could sensitize tumours to the effects of radiation and chemotherapy. SGT53-01 is currently undergoing phase I clinical trials in combination with Dox for treatment of solid tumours.

MBP-426 is also a TfR-targeted liposome that encapsulates oxaliplatin and is designed to preferentially target the delivery of oxaliplatin to cancer cells. Transferrin (Tf) is widely used as a targeting ligand since the TfR is significantly upregulated on most cancer cells. In a phase I study, patients with advanced or metastatic solid tumours refractory to conventional therapy received MBP-426 as 2–4 h infusions every 3 weeks in cohorts of 3 to 6 patients, and this targeted liposome was demonstrated to be well tolerated (with thrombocytopenia as the main dose limiting toxicity (DLT)).

The last decade has seen a variety of strategies involving conjugation of targeting ligands to the surface of NPs in order to provide molecular interaction points between the NPs and antigens present on target cells and tissues. What has emerged from these studies is that a variety of different targeting ligands can trigger NP internalization into cells, and that internalization can significantly enhance treatment efficacy. Table 2 highlights from the literature the wide range of targeted polymeric NPs along with their available physicochemical properties developed for numerous therapeutic applications.

### 3.3 Clinical stage targeted polymeric NPs

Conventional methods of preparing targeted NPs involve a series of chemical processes whereby the NP core is initially formed, followed by the bioconjugation of targeting ligands to the surface of the NP. This post-coupling of targeting ligands does not allow tuning of ligand density for optimal efficacy, requires excess amounts of reagent in order to achieve high coupling efficiencies, and is associated with purification techniques to remove unbound ligands. Due to this kind of complexity in the synthesis of NPs, difficulties may arise in the reproducibility of NP surface properties, resulting in batch-to-batch variability, which is not amenable to clinical translation and subsequent commercialization. Indeed, by reducing the
number of components to the minimum, and employing a modular self-assembly approach using pre-functionalized polymeric materials, it is possible to create libraries of targeted NPs that vary narrowly from each other in their biophysicochemical properties. Using this strategy, BIND Biosciences recently developed and screened a library of targeted self-assembled polymeric NPs resulting in the development of BIND-014, the first targeted and controlled release polymeric NP for cancer chemotherapy to reach clinical development. BIND-014 is a prostate specific membrane antigen (PSMA)-targeted Dtxl-encapsulated polymeric NP, which entered phase 1 clinical trials in January 2011. PSMA is a transmembrane protein overexpressed on the surface of prostate cancer cells and tumour-associated neovasculature of virtually all solid tumours. Dtxl is a semi-synthetic taxane approved for treatment of a number of major solid tumour cancers, including breast, prostate, lung, gastric, and head and neck. BIND-014 has been shown to deliver up to 10 times more Dtxl to tumours relative to an equivalent dose of Dtxl in multiple animal models. Initial clinical data in patients with advanced solid tumours indicate that BIND-014 displays a pharmacological profile differentiated from Dtxl, including pharmacokinetic properties consistent with long circulation half-life of BIND-014 and retention of Dtxl in the vascular compartments, and multiple cases of tumour shrinkage at doses up to 5 times below the Dtxl dose typically administered clinically.

CALAA-01 is the first targeted NP to reach clinical development for siRNA delivery in 2008. The CALAA-01 NP consists of siRNA to reduce the expression of the M2 subunit of ribonucleotide reductase (R2), cyclodextrin containing polymer (CDP) for siRNA condensation, adamantine-PEG (AD-PEG) for steric stabilization, and adamantine-PEG conjugated to human Tf (AD-PEG-Tf) to target the TfR overexpressed on the surface of most cancer cells. CALAA-01 employs a unique two-vial formulation strategy, which allows for the rapid self-assembly of the NP (50–70 nm) delivery system components (CDP, AD-PEG, AD-PEG-Tf) with siRNA, at the point of care (Fig. 3). This formulation is also capable of high siRNA payload delivery and endosomal pH (<6.0) triggered release of siRNA once NPs are endocytosed.

SEL-068 is a first-in-class synthetic and integrative targeted polymeric NP vaccine to reach phase I clinical development in November 2011. SEL-068 contains nicotine as antigen, T-helper cell peptides, TLR agonists as adjuvant, and is currently under development for smoking cessation and relapse prevention. Post smoking, nicotine usually enters the lung and the systemic circulation and reaches the brain by crossing the blood-brain barrier (BBB), and binds to nicotine receptors resulting in release of stimulants such as dopamine leading to reinforcement of addiction. The administration of SEL-068, which is based on modular self-assembly NP technology, results in high anti-nicotine antibody concentrations and a high anti-nicotine antibody affinity; leading to the sequestration of nicotine molecules in circulation and largely blocking central nervous system exposure, thereby diminishing the addictive effects of nicotine.

The clinical translation of the above technologies has marked a new era in the development of multi-functional therapeutic NPs capable of targeting, controlled release, and co-delivery of multiple active agents.

4. Preparation of targeted polymeric NPs

4.1 Methods for preparing polymeric NPs

A number of top-down methods are available for the preparation of polymeric NPs using biodegradable polymers. Most of these involve self-assembly of block copolymers that are composed of two distinct polymer chains with different solubilities. These methods include nanoprecipitation (also called solvent displacement method), various types of
emulsification/solvent evaporation,\textsuperscript{227} and the salting out method.\textsuperscript{228} In addition to these conventional methods, new approaches used to create polymeric NPs, including supercritical technology, electro-spraying, premix membrane emulsification and aerosol flow reactor methods are also under investigation which are further discussed in a recent review.\textsuperscript{229} The choice of NP formulation method is usually dependent on the drug physicochemical properties along with the requirements for encapsulation and particle size.

Nanoprecipitation, oil-in-water (O/W) emulsification-solvent evaporation (single emulsion), and water-in-oil-in-water (W/O/W) emulsification-solvent evaporation (double emulsion), are three of the most commonly utilized methods to prepare a variety of polymeric NPs and will be described in the next paragraphs.

Nanoprecipitation is a method that involves the use of an organic solvent that is miscible with an aqueous phase.\textsuperscript{230} In this technique, the polymer and drug are dissolved in the organic solvent and this solution is then added dropwise to an aqueous (non-solvent) solution under stirring. Once in contact with water, the hydrophobic polymers and drug precipitate and self-assemble into core-shell like spherical structures in order to reduce the system’s free energy.\textsuperscript{45} After self-assembly, the organic solvent is evaporated either by reduced-pressure evaporation, or simply by continuous mixing at atmospheric pressure if the solvent is relatively volatile. The instantaneous formation of particles is governed by the principles of the Marangoni effect and has been attributed to interfacial interactions between liquid phases.\textsuperscript{231}

The use of diblock hydrophobic-PEGylated polymers in nanoprecipitation leads to NPs that consist of a hydrophobic core, with entrapped hydrophobic drugs, surrounded by a hydrophilic shell for steric stabilization.\textsuperscript{232} For example, Dtxl-loaded NPs were prepared using nanoprecipitation, whereby the hydrophobic drug Dtxl was mixed and co-precipitated with the diblock polymer poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid)-polyethylene glycol-carboxylic acid (PLGA-PEG-COOH).\textsuperscript{233} The resulting NPs had a hydrophobic core composed of PLGA, wherein Dtxl was encapsulated, and a hydrophilic shell composed of PEG.

Nanoprecipitation is a simple method, amenable to scale-up at an industrial scale requiring only mild stirring under minimal shear stress. In general, smaller NPs are obtained through this method when compared to other methods at equivalent conditions. In contrast, some drawbacks include the poor entrapment of hydrophilic drugs (hydrophilic drugs can remain in the aqueous phase),\textsuperscript{229} lower entrapment efficiencies compared to other methods and difficulty in complete removal of the organic solvent after self-assembly.\textsuperscript{232} Although recent advances whereby the aqueous water phase (non-solvent) is replaced with other organic solvents (methanol, ethanol) has facilitated the use of this technique for the use of hydrophilic drugs also.\textsuperscript{229}

Emulsification techniques (water-in oil: W/O, oil-in water: O/W and double emulsion: W/O/W) require the formation of emulsion, followed by the homogenization of this mixture, and although originally used to formulate microparticles, can now also be utilized to prepare nano-emulsions.\textsuperscript{234} The type of emulsification method utilized ultimately depends upon the properties of the polymer, drug and also the degree of miscibility of the organic (oil) solvent with the water phase.

The single emulsion technique (O/W) requires the drug to be soluble in a water-immiscible organic solvent. In this method, the polymer and the drug are dissolved in a volatile water-immiscible solvent such as dichloromethane or ethyl acetate, and the organic phase is emulsified under intense shear stress into an aqueous phase containing appropriate amounts of a surfactant, such as sodium cholate or polyvinyl alcohol (PVA). The organic solvent is allowed to evaporate, allowing the self-assembly of NPs.\textsuperscript{235} The O/W emulsification technique is suitable for entrapping hydrophobic drugs and generally results in higher drug
loading and encapsulation efficiency compared to nanoprecipitation, as well as achieving complete solvent removal. However it requires an additional input of energy such as sonication or homogenization and the resulting NPs are often larger than those obtained through nanoprecipitation.

Double emulsion (W/O/W) is generally used for encapsulation of hydrophilic drugs and proteins. In this method the drug is dissolved in a small volume of an aqueous phase together with a surfactant and this is emulsified in an organic phase containing the polymer. The W/O emulsion formed is then dispersed in a larger volume of an aqueous phase with or without surfactant to form the double W/O/W emulsion. Finally, the solution undergoes evaporation of the remaining organic solvent yielding NPs. This method normally yields NPs with larger size than nanoprecipitation or O/W methods, with moderate drug loading and encapsulation efficiency.

In the aforementioned NP preparation methods, several factors affect the physicochemical properties of the NPs, such as the solvent of choice, the solubility of the drugs (e.g. log P<sub>o/w</sub>), the mixing time of the aqueous and organic solvents, the type of surfactant used, the concentration of polymer in the organic solution, the ratio of organic to aqueous solution in addition to others. For instance, Cheng et al. systematically studied the effect of some of these factors on the physicochemical properties of PLGA-PEG NPs. Their data suggested that an increase in the water miscibility of the solvent led to a decrease in mean NP size, and a linear relationship between polymer concentration and size was further shown. The solvent/water ratio, however, did not have a clear relationship with NP size. In addition, the effect of drug loading on resulting NP size distributions was also investigated. While plenty of examples exist that demonstrate the reproducible production of polymeric NPs using the range of aforementioned therapeutic NP preparation techniques—the ultimate challenge arises with the translation of these methods to industrial scale production levels. Despite the revolutionary developments in nanotechnology and the clinical translation of a range of NPs containing active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs), greater strides are needed in NP synthesis, processing, scale-up and manufacturing.

4.2 Microfluidic methods

Microfluidics, the science and technology of manipulating nanoliter volumes in microscale fluidic channels, has shown that several labour-intensive and time-consuming steps such as sample preparation, mixing, reactions, purification, separations, and detection could be performed on a single monolithic microfabricated device. In the last few years, applications of microfluidics have expanded from conventional chemical and biological analysis to other fields such as chemical reactions, biochemical assays, and cell handling. Two particularly important contributions have been the development of soft lithography in PDMS as a method for fabricating prototype devices, and the simple fabrication of pneumatically activated valves, rapid mixers and pumps on the basis of soft-lithographic procedures. This has resulted in the fabrication of prototype devices to test new ideas in approximately 2 days (from design to working device), whereas the same applications for silicon technology may take a month or more for non-specialists to carry out. With respect to nanoparticles, the ability of microfluidic systems to mix reagents rapidly, provide homogenous reaction environments, continuously vary reaction conditions, enable rapid temperature control, and allow addition of reagents at precise time intervals—are some of the key features that have made microfluidic systems useful for the synthesis of NPs.

Furthermore, synthesis carried out in microchannels allows for in-line characterization, feedback control, and high-throughput continuous synthesis, which potentially enables screening and optimization of libraries of nanoparticles with different properties.
Recently, technologies developed for the synthesis of polymeric NPs have demonstrated the
tremendous potential for microfluidics to dramatically improve on current bulk synthesis
methods. Polymeric NPs prepared by bulk synthesis tend to have variable physicochemical
properties (size, surface composition, and drug loading) due to the inability to control the
mixing of precursors. Further post-processing by extrusion, freeze–thaw, sonication, and/or
high-pressure homogenization is often required. Using rapid mixing techniques in micro-
channels such as hydrodynamic flow focusing, polymeric NPs exhibiting narrow size
distributions compared to bulk synthesis have been prepared in a reproducible manner (Fig.
4). In these systems, size can be tuned by either varying the mixing time of
precursors, which is achieved by varying the flow ratio of the precursor streams, by varying
the molecular weight of the polymer, or by simply varying the concentration of the polymer
in the organic solution. Remarkably, for polymeric NPs prepared through microfluidics,
higher drug encapsulation without increase in NP size has been observed, which is highly
desired for therapeutic NPs. Another method to prepare NPs takes advantage of the rapid
mixing microenvironment that occurs in micro-droplets formed inside microfluidic
channels. For instance, cross-linked alginate NPs were synthesized in a micro-channel
using aqueous alginate droplets as templates, followed by the shrinkage of the drops. This
method exhibited remarkable control over the NP properties, specifically size and size
distribution. These are just a few examples showing the advantages of microfluidics for
nanoparticle synthesis, and recent reviews discuss these concepts further. Given the
volume of research currently involving the microfluidic synthesis of NPs, it is expected that
as more therapeutic NPs reach a clinical stage, the need for improved synthesis methods
would also increase, at which point microfluidic technologies could likely become an
important tool in their development of NPs.

4.3 Drug loading methods

In general, drug loading into polymeric NPs can be achieved according to three techniques:
(1) the drug is covalently attached to the polymer backbone, (2) the drug is adsorbed to the
polymer surface, or, (3) the drug is entrapped in the polymer matrix during preparation of
the NP. In turn, drug release rates from NPs depend upon a number of parameters
including: (a) diffusion through the NP matrix, (b) erosion of the NP surface and, (c)
polymer matrix degradation (see Fig. 5). In the following paragraphs we will discuss drug
encapsulation by entrapping the drug during preparation and conjugation of the drug to the
polymer backbone. Entrapping a drug during NP preparation is the most common technique
used for incorporating drugs into NPs. For hydrophobic drugs the fact that they simply need
to be mixed with the polymer in an organic solvent, makes it very attractive for formulation
purposes. In fact, most NP formulations that are at the clinical stage rely on this method of
encapsulation. However, this method suffers from some disadvantages mainly that of
relatively low drug entrapment accompanied with low encapsulation efficiency at high
loadings. In addition, maximum encapsulation efficiencies tend to vary with drug type,
and are also affected by the type of polymer, solvents, temperature, and mixing time of NP
precursors among other factors. Moreover, the encapsulation of two or more drugs with
this method may be difficult to achieve, especially for drugs with different chemical
properties. Conjugating drugs to the polymer backbone is an attractive alternative that
minimizes some of the disadvantages encountered for drug entrapment. This method
involves chemically modifying the polymer (or the drug) to allow for chemical conjugation
of the drug to the polymer. Originally, this method was accomplished by conjugating drugs
to a functionalized end of a polymer chain. For instance, Sengupta et al. conjugated Dox,
to PLGA, and were able to reproducibly prepare Dox-loaded NPs. Similarly, Tong et al.
developed a method to prepare Ptxl-conjugated PLA by carrying out a ring opening
polymerization of LA units onto a Ptxl-metal complex. This drug-conjugated polymer
resulted in the reproducible synthesis of NPs incorporating high loadings of Ptxl with
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encapsulation efficiencies close to 100%.\textsuperscript{253} While the last two examples involved conjugation of drug molecules at the distal end of a polymer chain, recently Kolishetti \textit{et al.} demonstrated both the encapsulation of Dtxl and the conjugation of a cisplatin pro-drug to formulate polymeric NPs for combination therapy.\textsuperscript{254} This resulted in an increase in encapsulation together with a potential of tuning drug release kinetics by varying the number of drugs attached to the polymer.

In order to achieve optimal polymer-drug conjugate NP systems, the following considerations should be noted: (i) the chemistry implemented in modifying the drug should not affect the chemical groups or moieties that endow the drug with therapeutic effects; (ii) the drug needs to be cleavable from the polymer backbone under biological conditions, and upon cleavage the drug should retain its functional and therapeutic properties; (iii) chemistries used for conjugation must be carefully chosen since some residues of, for instance, certain catalysts, might contaminate the resulting NPs leading to unexpected toxicity. Nevertheless, conjugation of drugs to polymer backbones is an attractive strategy to incorporate multiple drugs with varying physicochemical properties in the same NP, enabling integrated and controlled combination chemotherapy.

\section*{4.4 Incorporation of targeting ligands on NPs}

The widespread interest in the surface attachment of targeting ligands to various drug delivery NPs ranging from liposomes, micelles, polymers and dendrimers has spurred chemists to actively research coupling methods that are safe, tuneable, biocompatible, and reproducible. However, unlike the limited range of chemistries available for coupling to protein surfaces, a larger number of chemical modifications are now possible in order to attach targeting ligands to NPs. This can be done through either covalent attachment of targeting ligands to the surface of the NP or through electrostatic, dative or coordinate bonds. It is important to identify the conjugation technique that will ultimately provide the most efficient coupling chemistry that does not lead to undesirable products or side reactions, and can be produced on large-scales in a reproducible manner. In the subsequent sections we will discuss common chemical strategies utilized in the development of targeted NPs, mainly conjugation of a targeting ligand after NP formation and pre-conjugation of targeting ligands to polymeric precursors followed by self-assembly of NPs.

\subsection*{4.4.1 Chemical strategies for incorporating targeting ligands on NPs—}
The most traditional approach for the development of targeted NPs involves the conjugation of targeting ligands to the surface of NPs using facile coupling chemistries such as carbodiimide-mediated amide and maleimide-thiol couplings. Amide bond formation is a popular cross-linking reaction and carboxylic acids are frequently activated using a variety of carbodiimides such as 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)-carbodiimide (EDC). In this case, either the surface of the NP can bear carboxylic acids or the targeting ligand may have this functional group available for coupling. Although the formation of an amide bond using carbodiimide activation of carboxylic acids is a straightforward reaction, however, several side reactions can lead to undesired side reactions that produce \textit{N}-acylureas, in addition to rapid hydrolysis of the reactive \textit{O}-acylisourea intermediate. In order to avoid this hydrolysis an excess of the carbodiimide can be used, however considering that the surface carboxylic acid moieties are the solubility determining anchors of the NPs, then over-activation of these acids and formation of poorly soluble \textit{O}-acylisourea intermediates can lead to a lack of solubility and colloidal instability and aggregation. These events can be minimized through the use of \textit{N}-hydroxy-succinimide (NHS) carboxylic acid activated intermediates and can improve reaction efficiencies as the NHS intermediate is more resistant to hydrolysis. The formation of amide bonds between NP carboxylic acids and amino groups of targeting ligands is a popular bioconjugation method; however ligand conjugation numbers and
surface densities cannot be effectively controlled. Maleimide coupling with thiols is highly specific, less prone to hydrolysis, and can occur at neutral pH; this method has been very useful for coupling to cysteine residues of proteins or other thiol containing ligands, and avoids the formation of undesirable side reactions.\textsuperscript{255, 256}

The search for highly specific chemical reactions that create unique linkages and avoid susceptibility to competing reactions has led to the development of “bioorthogonal” reactions. This class of reactions are mainly concerned with [3+2] cycloadditions between azides and alkynes, and is more commonly known as click chemistry.\textsuperscript{257} In order to avoid the use of toxic copper catalysts in these reactions, various copper-free click chemistry reactions have also been developed and many studies are now underway that demonstrate the versatility of this type of bioconjugation technique.\textsuperscript{258–261} A further bioorthogonal [4+2] cycloaddition reaction was recently described by Devaraj \textit{et al} and was applied to the labelling of cancer cells, peptides and small molecules.\textsuperscript{262} This transition occurs between a 1,2,4,5-tetrazene (Tz) and trans-cyclooctene (TCO) and proceeds rapidly at room temperature and under physiological conditions without the need for a catalyst.\textsuperscript{263} This conjugation reaction was successfully used in a novel labelling methodology termed “bioorthogonal nanoparticle detection” or “BOND” to conjugate antibodies to nanoparticles.\textsuperscript{264} Antibody proteins were initially conjugated with TCO moieties and then reacted with Tz-functionalized NPs leading to NPs with multiple antibodies bound to their surface. This strategy can be used for efficient targeting and signal amplification and has been mainly applied to diagnostic applications for the highly sensitive detection of cancer cells.\textsuperscript{263} From a synthetic perspective, the development of targeted NPs poses many challenges which include the following: (1) the exact ligand conjugation stoichiometry is not easy to control and therefore only average ratios of coupled ligands to NP surfaces can be estimated, (2) ligand conjugated NPs will not always have a low polydispersity and some NPs may possess higher numbers of ligands than others, (3) targeting ligands may not always attach to the surface of NPs through predictable covalent bonds and may interact with the surface of NPs through aggregation phenomenon, (4) the bioactivity of targeting ligands may be compromised following attachment to the NP surface, which could also affect the NP therapeutic performance, (5) the coupling chemistries involved must be highly specific, occur rapidly and ideally be amenable to biological environments, (6) the conjugation linkages employed between ligands and NPs must be durable in the highly complex \textit{in vivo} environment and not become prone to competing reactions that may be brought about by changes in pH or hydrolysis unless these are intended mechanisms used for ligand and/or NP protective layer shedding and finally, (7) the bioconjugation techniques employed in ligand conjugation to NPs should be scalable, reproducible and economical.\textsuperscript{265}

4.4.2 Targeted NPs through polymer self-assembly—As we have seen in the previous section, the conventional approach to the development of targeted NPs involves the conjugation of bioactive molecules to the surface of NPs \textit{via} coupling chemistries. Even though excess amounts of reactants are often used to drive these reactions to completion, and given the heterogeneous nature of NP samples, it is difficult to control the stoichiometry of functional biomolecules on the surface of NPs, thus leading to poor reproducibility in manufacturing.

Recently, alternative approaches such as the self-assembly of targeted NPs using pre-functionalized components such as PEG polymers, and polymer-drug and polymer-targeting ligands have been developed to precisely engineer NP surfaces tending to uniformity (Fig. 6c).

The design of pre-functionalized triblock copolymers allows for the reproducible creation of optimal targeted NPs, whereby controlling the self-assembly and ratio of each constituent
can lead to targeted polymeric NPs with precisely tuned biophysicochemical properties. Fig. 7 presents the development and characterization of PLGA-PEG-Apt triblock polymers, and the self-assembly of targeted NPs produced by the nanoprecipitation of a mixture of PLGA-PEG, PLGA-PEG apt and Dtxl drug. The concept of modular self-assembly of pre-functionalized material was demonstrated by Gu et al. who conjugated the A10 2′-fluorophyrimidine RNA Apt (Apt which binds to PSMA on prostate cancer cells), to PLGA-PEG block polymers in order to create triblock polymers that form targeted NPs by macromolecular self-assembly in a single step. In this study, targeted NPs with varying ligand surface densities were developed which led to the identification of the exact narrow range of Apt density yielding the highest tumour accumulation in vivo. Interestingly, there was a non-linear inverse relationship between ligand density and tumour targeting in vivo and discordance between in vitro and in vivo optimal ligand densities. While in vitro data demonstrated enhancement of cellular binding and uptake as ligand density increased, the in vivo data demonstrated that tumour accumulation increased with the addition of ligands only to a certain point. As ligand density continued to increase on the surface of NPs, there was a paradoxical reduction in tumour accumulation and in parallel an increase in liver accumulation. Therefore, while the NPs were becoming more targeted in nature with increased Apt ligands on their surfaces, their surface was also becoming less stealth-like, resulting in rapid liver accumulation and poor EPR. These findings, for the first time, demonstrated the importance of narrowly optimizing NP biophysicochemical properties for in vivo success and clinical translation, and formed the foundation of the discovery and development of BIND-014 and SEL-068 targeted NPs (Fig. 1 and section 3.3).

Recently, Valencia et al. investigated the self-assembly and properties of two distinct targeted NPs (Fig. 8) decorated with two widely used small molecule targeting ligands with varying solubilities (folate and RGD). While RGD is relatively hydrophilic, the folate molecule is relatively hydrophobic. Two different triblock copolymers of PLGA-PEG-RGD and PLGA-PEG-folate were synthesized using NHS/EDC amide coupling chemistry. NPs were developed using the nanoprecipitation method and this procedure demonstrated the ability to develop targeted polymeric NPs with different ligand densities by varying the ratios of the ligand bearing triblock polymers relative to PLGA-PEG copolymer lacking the targeting ligands. As predicted, further studies revealed the RGD targeting molecules to preferentially reside on the surface of the NPs, and the theoretically predicted RGD density on NP surfaces was shown to correlate to the experimentally derived RGD density. In contrast, the experimentally derived folate ligand density on NP surfaces was only 20% of the theoretically predicted folate density, presumably due to the fact that during the NP self-assembly process folate is in-part trapped in the hydrophobic NP core and cannot be presented on the NP surface. These results revealed the impact that ligand chemical properties can have on the targeting capabilities of self-assembled targeted PLGA NPs, and underscore the challenges associated with developing suitable targeted NPs and the need to optimize NP biophysicochemical properties on an individual basis.

Given the importance of the nature of the targeting ligands used in the development of targeted NPs, the various forms of targeting ligands, the isolation of high affinity ligands and ligand properties will be further discussed in the subsequent section.

5. Targeting ligands

Representative ligands for targeted NP development mainly include mAbs and their fragments, proteins or protein-like molecules, peptides, nucleic acid ligands (including Apts), small molecules and sugars. In the following section we firstly look at specific examples using various ligands to summarize recent efforts in the development of ligand-based targeted NPs, and secondly we highlight strategies to isolate these targeting ligands.
for use in a variety of medical applications. Additionally, various primary ligand properties that affect NP targeting will also be discussed.

5.1 Antibodies and their fragments

As discussed previously, mAbs have been most commonly used in the development of targeted NPs. For example, trastuzumab and rituximab which are mAbs currently in the clinic have been conjugated to PLA NPs resulting in conjugates that exhibit a 6-fold increase in the rate of particle uptake compared with similar particles lacking mAb targeting molecules. Nevertheless, mAb-targeted NPs still encounter many challenges and limitations since these molecules are large (~150 kDa), unstable in organic solvents (not amenable to incorporation on NP surfaces by self-assembly), are potentially immunogenic resulting in rapid NP clearance, and create engineering challenges for NP scale-up and manufacturing. Additionally, with an average hydrodynamic size of ~ 15 nm, when conjugated to NP surfaces they have the tendency to increase overall NP sizes by up to 30 nm. Therefore, antibody fragments including antigen-binding fragments (Fab) and scFv’s have been developed to reduce these undesirable effects.

Affibody molecules are small polypeptides derived from an antibody binding domain of staphylococcal protein A, that are used as scaffolds for the construction of combinatorial phage libraries. From these libraries, affibody variants that target a specific cell marker can be selected using phage display technology. A 6 kDa affibody molecule has been reported with selective binding to the HER2 receptor with subnanomolar affinity. Alexis et al. conjugated this affibody to the surface of polymeric NPs and showed increased uptake of these particles as compared to non-targeted NPs by breast cancer cells.

Nanobodies are fully functional antigen-binding fragments evolved from the variable domain of heavy-chain antibodies. Similar to affibody molecules, nanobodies are also low molecular weight <15 kDa polypeptides that show similar antigen binding affinity which rivals that of the traditional mAbs. Nanobodies are typically evolved from single-domain antibodies (antibodies carrying only a functional heavy chain without the light chain). In comparison with mAbs, these smaller molecules have been shown to have lower immunogenicity. Recently, a 15 kDa nanobody was isolated that demonstrates specific uptake in vitro and in vivo using xenograft-tumour-bearing mice expressing a carcinoembryonic antigen.

5.2 Proteins

Many endogenous proteins that selectively bind to specific membrane-bound receptors on cells can be used for targeting via receptor-mediated endocytosis. For example, the iron-transporting protein Tf, which binds specifically to the TIR, has been used to deliver NPs into different cell types. Choi et al. discovered that ligands targeting the TIR exert their influence by increasing uptake of targeted NPs by cancer cells and not by increasing particle accumulation in the tumour region. Alternatively, growth factors such as epidermal growth factor (EGF) and neural growth factor (NGF) attached to NPs are other examples of protein-targeted NPs which have been shown to enter cells and elicit specific molecular responses. Proteins however, are commonly immunogenic and susceptible to early clearance by different mechanisms in the body, which may limit their effectiveness. Additionally, the receptors of these protein ligands are endogenous and commonly expressed on many types of non-targeted cells, which can lead to off-target adverse effects.
5.3 Peptides

Peptides have gained interest as targeting ligands due to their small size, relatively low immunogenicity as compared to larger proteins, high stability, and ease of conjugation to polymers, lipids and NP surfaces.\textsuperscript{301} Specifically, the development of highly specific peptide phage libraries, bacterial peptide display libraries, plasmid peptide libraries, and new screening technologies have made possible the synthesis of peptide ligands to a myriad of targets.\textsuperscript{302, 303} Combinatorial libraries have led to the discovery of short peptides (10–15 amino acids) that are able to bind to targeted proteins, cells, or tissues specifically. The most studied peptide sequence is that of RGD which binds to $\alpha v \beta 3$ integrin receptors which are highly upregulated on both tumour cells and angiogenic endothelial cells.\textsuperscript{304} RGD is chemically synthesized, and is commercially available with different choices of linkers that allow for its conjugation to NP surfaces, biomaterials, or drugs. Despite the excitement of RGD-targeted therapies, some challenges still remain, including nonspecific adhesion, as $\alpha v \beta 3$ integrin is also expressed on normal tissue and non-cancerous inflamed tissues.\textsuperscript{304}

Development of phage display screening methods has successfully isolated peptide ligands with high specificity and affinity to various targets such as injured vasculature,\textsuperscript{147} cellsurface hormone receptors such as luteinizing hormone-releasing hormone gene receptors (LHRHR),\textsuperscript{305} and tumour vasculature antigens.\textsuperscript{306} For instance, Chan et al. developed a NP system that targets vascular antigens exposed in cardiovascular-related diseases such as angioplasty-injured vasculature (Fig. 9, discussed in more detail in section 7).\textsuperscript{147, 307} Similarly, Arap et al. have isolated peptides that bind specifically to tumour vasculature in patients and shown the potential of such in vivo phage library selections.\textsuperscript{308} Other examples of peptides used to develop targeted NPs include Cys-Arg-Glu-Lys-Ala (CREKA),\textsuperscript{221} Asn-Gly-Arg (NGR),\textsuperscript{309} and Ile-Thr-Asp-Gly-Glu-Ala-Thr-Asp-Ser-Gly (LABL).\textsuperscript{306} As discussed in section 3, the arrival of targeted NPs directly to tumour cells may be impeded by poor vascularisation and permeability within certain tumour regions. This problem is further confounded by the high interstitial pressure of tumours due to the leaky nature of their blood vessels and their dysfunctional lymphatic vessels which can diminish tumour tissue penetration and retention of NPs.\textsuperscript{310} To further retain NPs within tumour tissue and to enhance cellular uptake, cell-penetrating peptides have been used to facilitate translocation of cargoes across the plasma membrane and to specific organelles within the cell.\textsuperscript{311} Many of these sequences are derived from natural sequences, such as the protein-transduction domains of viruses.\textsuperscript{274} For example, the Tat peptide derived from the HIV-1 virus has been popularly used to deliver a variety of NPs into cells. In particular, Tat-conjugated fluorescent quantum dots were used as model systems to investigate the trajectory of Tat-functionalized NPs within cells.\textsuperscript{312}

While the Tat cell penetrating peptide does not display cellular specificity,\textsuperscript{313} recently, other classes of peptides that interact with proteins upregulated on tumour vessels have been discovered. These peptides may ultimately assist the extravasation of NPs into tumours. Three representatives of this new class of peptides are: (1) iRGD, which binds $\alpha v \beta 3$ integrins upregulated in tumours on the endothelial cell surfaces,\textsuperscript{314} (2) LyP-1, which targets lymphatic vessels in some tumours,\textsuperscript{315} and, (3) F3, which is an N-terminal fragment of human high-mobility group protein 2 that can bind to tumour vasculature.\textsuperscript{316} All three peptides contain the cell penetration motif, R/KXXR/K or CendR sequence that is thought to interact with neuropilin-1 facilitating extravasation, tissue penetration, and cell entry of NPs.\textsuperscript{314} Although high levels of these peptides have to be administered (e.g. reaching >100 $\mu$M levels in blood), it has been reported that this approach can potentially increase tumour uptake of a wide spectrum of small to large agents including NPs by several fold.\textsuperscript{151} For example Sugahara et al. showed that systemic injection of iRGD peptide enhanced cancer drug delivery and activity when this peptide was administered as a combination therapy (without chemical conjugation) with either Dox, nab-Ptxl, Dox-liposomes or trastuzumab.
mAbs, suggesting this combination therapy to be a valuable method to enhance anti-cancer drug efficacy.\textsuperscript{281}

### 5.4 Nucleic acid ligands

Nucleic acid ligands (i.e. Aptamers (Apts)) are oligonucleotides that fold by intramolecular interactions into unique conformations with ligand-binding characteristics.\textsuperscript{317} Apts can be DNA or RNA oligonucleotides, or modified oligonucleotides resistant to nuclease degradation. Apts can be selected from large pools of random oligonucleotide libraries by virtue of selective binding to antigens with high specificity and affinity. The \textit{in vitro} Apt selection process is referred to as Systemic Evolution of Ligands by Exponential enrichment (SELEX) and was described independently by the groups of Larry Gold\textsuperscript{318} and Jack Szostak\textsuperscript{319} in 1990. Apts isolated from the SELEX process have approximate molecular weights of \textasciitilde15 kDa, are chemically stable in a range of solvents, pH, and can be developed by chemical processes such as solid phase synthesis.\textsuperscript{320–323}

NP-Apt conjugates targeting the PSMA were originally developed several years ago.\textsuperscript{282} In these studies the Apt used as the targeting ligand was A10 Apt, first isolated by Lupold et al.\textsuperscript{35} These targeted NPs were loaded with Dtxl and evaluated \textit{in vivo} in a tumour model of LNCaP prostate cancer cells which overexpressed PSMA antigens. It was shown that the administration of these targeted NPs led to effective tumour size regression, following a single intra-tumour injection over a 109-day study.\textsuperscript{124} In another study, Bagalkot et al. demonstrated a novel strategy for the targeted delivery of anthracyclic agents including Dox, directly to cancer cells through the formation of an Apt-Dox physical conjugate.\textsuperscript{324} Recently Guo et al. presented studies that suggest PLA-PEG NPs targeted with the AS1411 Apt could cross the BBB and target nucleolin, a protein highly expressed in the plasma membrane of cancer cells, and specifically on glioma cells.\textsuperscript{325} One key characteristic that endows Apts with high specificity against targets is their secondary structure that arises from their specific nucleotide sequence. However, this secondary structure may be affected by heat, exonuclease or endonuclease degradation, and other environmental factors which could limit the stability of Apts and their binding properties.\textsuperscript{326}

### 5.5 Small molecules

The use of small molecules to create targeted NPs remains an attractive targeting strategy given their small size and ease of handling (less prone to degradation than biomolecular ligands). Some further advantages of small molecule targeting ligands include: (1) the availability of a range of facile coupling chemistries for their conjugation, (2) achievement of higher ligand densities on NP surfaces due to the small size of ligands, (3) availability of a wide range of targeting ligands with variable solubilities and functional groups, as facilitated by advances in diversity-oriented synthesis, (4) less immunogenic effects \textit{in vivo} (compared to macromolecular ligands) and, (5) reproducible and scalable manufacturing.\textsuperscript{327, 328}

One of the most extensively studied small molecule targeting moieties for drug delivery is folic acid (or folate). This high-affinity vitamin is a commonly used ligand for cancer targeting as folate receptors (FRs) are frequently over-expressed in a range of tumour cells. Folate specifically binds to FRs with a high affinity (Kd = \textasciitilde10^{-9} \text{ M}), enabling a variety of folate derivatives and conjugates to deliver molecular complexes to cancer cells without causing harm to normal cells.\textsuperscript{329} For example, EC145 is conjugate of folate and a vinca alkaloid (desacetylvinblastine monohydrazide (DAVLBH)) currently in phase III development for cancer treatment.\textsuperscript{330, 331} In addition to drug conjugates, folate has been used as a targeting moiety combined with a wide array of drug delivery vehicles (including liposomes, protein toxins, polymeric NPs, linear polymers, and dendrimers), to deliver drugs
selectively into cancer cells using FR-mediated endocytosis. Given that FRs are expressed not only in tumour tissue but also in normal epithelia in the choroids plexus, placenta, lung, intestine, and kidney, FR-targeted NP delivery systems need to be further refined to increase tumour selectivity. For example, as discussed previously (section 4.6) the optimal density of the targeting ligand should be investigated on a case-by-case basis given that this parameter affects the targeting efficacy of NPs to target cell populations. In these cases, greater ligand density does not necessarily translate to higher levels of tumour concentration—as NPs tend to lose their “stealth” surface characteristics and become increasingly prone to sequestration by cells of the MPS. Therefore, optimal folate density on NP surfaces needs to be investigated and determined on a case-by-case basis. Additionally, folate is relatively hydrophobic in nature and strategies to maximize its binding properties on the NP surface need to be carefully considered and investigated. Additionally, an increased surface density of folate ligands on NP surfaces has been shown to give rise to dimers, trimers or tubular quartet self-assembled folate structures which can hamper the binding efficiency of folate to its receptors.

In one study, Pomper et al. were able to identify a small hydrophilic molecule that could target the PSMA receptor in prostate cancer cells. They showed that this molecule induced NP internalization by cells through endocytosis and preferential accumulation of NPs in tumours overexpressing PSMA receptors. Given that PSMA is not only overexpressed on the surface of prostate cancers but also on the neovasculature of all solid tumours, this targeting strategy is very attractive for therapy and diagnosis applications.

Carbohydrates, or sugar moieties, have also gained attention as targeting ligands due to their ease of production, low molecular weight and high abundance in nature. Some of these carbohydrate ligands target the membrane carbohydrate-binding proteins (membrane lectins) differentially expressed on the cellular and intracellular membranes of a number of cells. Their multiplicity, high affinity, and effective endocytosis after receptor binding as well as the biocompatibility of carbohydrate ligands make them potentially suitable ligands for carriers in cell-selective delivery of drugs and nucleic acids. Among the different targeting ligands mannose, glucose, galactose and their derivatives have been successfully tested.

5.6 Ligand selection

5.6.1 Selection of high affinity ligands against complex targets—As a result of the need for highly efficient targeting ligands for use in a variety of biomedical applications as well as conjugation to NPs, a number of novel ligands with high affinities, internalization and transcytosis capabilities have been isolated recently, examples of which are presented in Table 3. The majority of the ligands currently available for targeting applications have been developed against well characterized purified proteins. However, selections against purified proteins are hampered by the limited number of purified receptors available, especially when the protein targets are insoluble or the targets are functionally part of multiprotein complexes. To overcome these limitations, selection protocols based on living cells have been developed as alternative methods. In contrast to the selection processes against purified proteins, cell-based selections can be performed without prior knowledge of targets or multi-protein complexes expressed on the cell surface. Moreover, intact living cells with many native receptor proteins can be used as targets during the selection procedure. This allows for a variety of ligands targeting several proteins on the same cell to be isolated from such screenings. Since this strategy relies on the differences between the target cell population and the control cell population used for counter-selection (e.g. defined phenotype, protein expression levels, different protein conformations), multiple ligands...
recognizing only target cells and not the control cells can be identified. For example, de Kruif et al. extended phage display technology to living cells, whereby they isolated human scFv antibodies specific against subsets of blood leukocytes, and obtained two phage antibodies from such screening with specific binding to B-lineage cells. Similarly, Shangguan et al. successfully isolated a panel of Apts that can distinguish leukemia T-cells from B-Cells using cell-based SELEX.

Given that the binding of ligands is dependent on their target’s conformation, which in turn is affected by the target’s environment, selection strategies that can generate targeting ligands capable of specifically localizing to tissues or organs in vivo have been developed. In 1996, Pasqualini et al. introduced the technique of in vivo phage display and screened a group of peptides capable of specifically localizing to brain and kidney blood vessels. Similarly, this in vivo screening method was conducted to isolate prostate tissue-homing peptides. More recently in vivo phase display and screening was performed on 8 live patients with stage IV cancer resulting in the identification of several tumour-homing peptides and scFVs. In 2010, Mi et al. designed an “in vivo selection” approach to screen a library of nucleaseresistant RNA oligonucleotides in tumour-bearing mice in order to identify candidates with the ability to localize to hepatic colon cancer metastases. One of the selected molecules was an RNA Apt that binds to p68, an RNA helicase that has been shown to be upregulated in colorectal cancer. Further efforts are now underway to take these selection processes to the next level—that of identifying ligands capable of specific cellular internalization and transcytosis (transport across the cell interior).

5.6.2 Selection of cell internalizing and transcytosis ligands—Considering that intracellular delivery of drug loaded NPs could provide enhanced therapeutic effects over NPs that do not enter cells, selection techniques based on receptor-mediated endocytosis have been developed to identify internalizing ligands that are useful for NP delivery. For example Burg et al. identified eight distinct prostate cancer (PC3) cell internalizing peptides from a diverse peptide-display library. Similarly, a subset of internalizing scFv antibodies has been identified by phage antibody selections against PC3 cells. These antibodies have been further conjugated to NPs to direct their specific delivery into PC-3 cells. Recently, Xiao et al. developed a “cell-uptake selection” strategy to isolate a group of cancer-cell specific internalizing RNA Apts (Fig. 10). In this strategy, selection was carried out against PC3 or LNCaP prostate epithelial cell lines to identify Apts that differentially bound to either PC3 or LNCaP and were subsequently internalized. In order to increase the specificity of the selection process, several cell lines representing normal prostate and non-prostate cells were used in the counter-selection process to deplete the Apt library from ligands that also interacted to these other cell types. Different from previously reported Cell-SELEX processes, this selection was performed at physiological temperature (37 ºC), where cells and their membrane receptors are biologically active and continue their endocytosis functions. In addition, the isolated RNA Apts were introduced with 2′ O-methyl (OMe) modifications during the selection process, which facilitates the resistance of nuclease degradation inside intra-cellular environments. More importantly, only internalizing Apts were selectively collected, since the non-internalized membranebound Apts were removed during the selection process. After 12 rounds of selections, a group of PC3 or LNCaP specific internalizing Apts were identified and further conjugated with polymeric NPs. Results demonstrated that the internalizing Apt-targeted polymeric NPs were specifically and efficiently taken up by targeted cells, and could drastically improve the cellular cytotoxicity of Dtxl compared to non-targeted NPs.

Towards the delivery of NPs capable of crossing physical barriers, such as the BBB, transcytosis peptide ligands have been isolated by utilizing phage display techniques. Wan et
al. screened a C7C phage display library of peptides that were intranasally administered to rats, and subsequently recovered phage from the brain tissue. This screening revealed a peptide sequence (ACTTPHAWLCG) that can bypass the BBB through the nasal-to-brain passage. Additionally, Rooy et al. selected two 15-amino acid-peptides (GLA and GYR) that can bind to the murine brain in an in situ brain perfusion model. Recently Li et al. isolated TGNYKALHPHNG peptide (denoted as Pep TGN) through in vivo phage display screening, and when conjugated on the surface of PLGA NPs, Pep TGN was shown to facilitate targeted delivery of these NPs across the BBB, leading to significant higher cellular uptake and in vivo brain accumulation. These studies demonstrate both the feasibility and efficiency of in situ ligand selection techniques and can be applied to a range of applications where there is a need for high affinity binding ligands that can direct NPs to disease cells.

5.6.3 Ligand properties affecting NP targeting—Efficient argeting of NPs to the cell surface lipid bilayer may be dependent on two important ligand properties, which include; ligand affinity, and ligand density. Upon binding of targeted NPs to the cellular lipid bilayer, complementary membrane receptors fluidly diffuse together to initiate NP membrane wrapping. If the binding affinity of the ligand to its receptor is strong, sufficient thermodynamic energy is generated to overcome the elastic recoil of the cellular membrane back to its original equilibrium state resulting in membrane wrapping around NPs. For large NPs, high binding affinities are particularly required to prolong the residence time of NPs onto cellular surfaces. In this situation, binding affinities are majorly influenced by equilibria between enthalpic advantages due to ligand-receptor binding and entropic losses for tether chain stretching or compressibility around the cell surface environment. Controlling ligand-to-NP ratios has been traditionally difficult, leading to heterogeneous distributions of ligands on the surface of NPs. In order to address this issue the effective self-assembly of pre-functionalized and pre-targeted tri-block polymers was accomplished by Gu et al. This study demonstrated the facile tuneability of the density of ligands on NP surfaces, which was achieved by the blending of variable ratios of the targeted triblock polymers with other polymer blocks. In this way, the overall ligand density of NPs can be controlled leading to more homogenously targeted NPs. Tassa et al. recently quantitatively studied the affinity and binding kinetics of NP bearing small molecules using surface plasmon resonance (SPR). In this study the interactions between a single protein target and a range of targeting ligands with variable intrinsic affinities was measured. It was concluded that even small ligands with weak affinities could still significantly enhance target-specific avidity via multivalent interactions. Knowledge of NP affinity and association and dissociation rates may ultimately predict how deeply NPs can penetrate into tissues once target cell populations become saturated. Therefore, NP size, target ligand density and tissue permeability as governed by capillary permeability are all factors that affect the efficacy of NP targeting in vivo.

In another study, the effect of ligand density on the internalization of PLGA NPs was recently investigated using the cyclic peptide ligand, cLABL which binds to the intercellular cell adhesion molecule-1 (ICAM-1). In this case an optimum of between 2 to 4 pmol cm$^{-2}$ of the peptide ligand was found to be effective for targeting to A459 cells. Further discussions on the optimization of ligand densities can be found in a review by Pirolo et al.

Throughout this review so far we have seen that the nature of the targeting ligand (i.e. whether small molecule or macromolecular ligands etc.), the size of the NP system and the degree of ligand density on the NP surface, are all factors that affect the binding efficiency of targeted NPs to target cell receptors or other antigens, and can alter the path of NPs in vivo. Given the wide nature of ligands and targeted NPs developed, at this point, ideal
generalizations of relationships between ligand density, NP size and optimal ligand binding affinities cannot be made and must be investigated for each unique system.

6. Optimal biophysicochemical characteristics of NPs

NP physicochemical properties, such as size, geometry/shape, surface charge, surface chemistry, hydrophobicity, roughness, rigidity, and degree of composition (Fig. 11), can result in differential uptake and/or targeting to certain organs, tissues or cells and may be optimized through the effective design of NPs. In this section, we will focus on discussions of these primary properties of NPs, the optimization of which is essential for the development of efficient therapeutic NPs.

6.1 Influence of NP size

NP size is a key parameter affecting the cellular uptake rate of NPs as it influences their internalization mechanism, and it is also a key property for in vivo circulation half-life as discussed further below.

There are two major endocytic mechanisms by which cells take up particles and macromolecules, and these are referred to as phagocytosis and pinocytosis (or fluid-phase uptake). Large particles (>1 µm) are generally internalized by phagocytosis mechanisms, which are present only on professional phagocytic cells, such as macrophages, neutrophils, or dendritic cells. Therefore pinocytosis is more relevant to NP cellular uptake and can occur either via adsorptive pinocytosis (non-specific adsorption of NPs or macromolecules to the cell membrane followed by internalization) or via receptor-mediated endocytosis (RME, which describes the interaction of NPs and macromolecules with receptors, followed by their internalization). Pinocytic mechanisms of uptake can be further divided into caveolae-mediated endocytosis or clathrin-mediated endocytosis, as well as clathrin-independent or caveolin-independent endocytosis (smaller NPs can be internalized through a number of these pathways). Detailed discussions on these pathways and their implications for NP cellular uptake can be found in other excellent recent reviews.

Cellular internalization of nanoparticles is majorly dependent on the size of the NPs, and in general, particles in the 40–50 nm range exhibit maximal uptake in vitro. Jiang et al. studied the interactions of targeted antibody conjugated silver and gold NPs and found that 40–50 nm particles exhibited the highest amount of cellular internalization and concluded that this optimal size range for NP uptake is likely due to an intricate balance between multivalent cross-linking of the membrane receptors and membrane wrapping processes taking part in RME. In this study Herceptin (Her) gold NPs (2–100 nm) were synthesized and the size-dependent binding and uptake of these NPs was investigated with ErbB2 receptor expressing cells. It was also shown that the number of Her antibody binding sites on the NPs was dependent on the NP surface area and increased with particle radius. Antibody density on the surface of the NPs also increased linearly with NP radius—demonstrating that these multivalent antibody-conjugated NPs can allow for a high degree of ErbB2 cross-linking which can be tuned by NP size.

In general, 10–100 nm is a generally accepted size range for the development of NPs for in vivo applications which relates to their in vivo clearance and biodistribution patterns. These upper and lower bounds are largely determined by interactions with the immune system and kidney filtration cut-offs, respectively. Larger NPs possess low radii of curvature which can lead to increased interactions of opsonins onto their surface and faster clearance rates in vivo. The predominant proteins involved in the opsonization process are plasma complement and immunoglobulin proteins which can lead to development of hypersensitivity towards NPs. Large NPs are prone to filtration through the sinusoids in...
the spleen and clearance by the MPS cells, which include the Kupffer cells of the liver. Additionally, NPs smaller than approximately 5.5 nm have been shown to be rapidly cleared by glomerular filtration in the kidneys.

For the purposes of tumour accumulation, the upper limit for extravasation into solid tumours has been suggested at ~400 nm and it is generally observed that NPs <200 nm in size can accumulate effectively within tumour tissue, with the 70–200 nm range considered optimal for tumour passive targeting. However, recent studies have revealed that there is an optimum size for maximum uptake by various tumour cell types, and even a 10 nm deviation from this optimum results in a significant decrease in NP uptake. Concurrently, some researchers have found that NPs of about ~10–20 nm are ideal for maximum tumour penetration.

Recently, a study by Schadlich et al. investigated the size dependent accumulation of fluorescently labelled PLA-PEG polymeric NPs using two different tumour xenograft models, HT20 colon and A2780 ovarian carcinoma, which result in different tumour structures, growth rates, and microenvironments. Using an in vivo fluorescence imaging technique, the biodistribution and accumulation of NIR-loaded PLA-PEG NPs was tracked. NPs 111 and 141 nm’s in diameter were shown to accumulate efficiently in tumours and the larger NP (166 nm) was observed to undergo rapid clearance in the liver. The pattern of accumulation was shown to be different in both tumours, however, fluorescence was mostly observed from the tumour core region in the case of HT29 tumours, which was not observed in the A2780 tumours. Using different NP size batches the authors concluded that NP accumulation to the necrotic HT29 tumour core is size independent, but size dependent in the more vascularised A2780 tumours. Additionally, larger NPs led to lower tumour accumulation. Interestingly, this study concluded that size variations of between 20–30 nm (z-averages) led to highly distinct in vivo outcomes for NP distribution. Although the NPs used in this study utilized NPs with low polydispersity indexes (PDI: 0.013–0.16), these results help to shed light on the importance of tumour vascularity and narrow NP size distributions, since polymeric NPs can have high PDIs due to inherent variations in both the molecular weight of the polymers and the mixing time of precursors during preparation.

With regards to polymeric NPs, our previous work has demonstrated that the molecular weights (MW) of PLGA together with the concentration of polymer in organic solution are key parameters that allow for independent tuning of NP size. We have also successfully demonstrated that NPs made from a PLGA-PEG polymer with PLGA MW of 15 KDa at low concentrations in microfluidic devices can be formed in the range 20–25 nm. Similarly, NPs made from PLGA-PEG with PLGA MW of 95 KDa at high concentrations were achieved in sizes of 200–250 nm. These promising methods demonstrate the feasibility of obtaining small sizes in addition to highly narrow PDIs and demonstrate the use of microfluidics to effectively devise libraries of homogenous NPs with a range of sizes.

Given the range of nanomaterials and cell types used to study the effects of NP size on cellular uptake rates and mechanisms, and the often contradicting results and claims that has been demonstrated in the literature so far, then it is important for an optimal NP size to be determined experimentally for a given NP and specific cell type. Furthermore, so far not many studies have been conducted that investigate the relationship between incorporation/density of targeting ligands and NP size on cellular uptake efficacy and indeed these studies merit further investigation.

### 6.2 Influence of NP shape

Recent studies have shown that particle shape may be an important factor in the rate of NP cellular internalization. This is mainly due to the fact that NP shapes that can
accommodate cellular membrane wrapping processes become most effective at cellular uptake. Studies have shown that amongst NPs of either rod or sphere design, the spherical shaped NPs were taken up by cells more readily. In another example, Desimone et al. have produced a variety of NP shapes using their top-down fabrication method termed particle replication in nonwetting templates (PRINT) (Fig. 12). They found that the internalization of rod-like NPs with high aspect ratios (depth: 150 nm, height: 450 nm and volume: 0.00795 µm$^3$) occurs faster in HeLa cells than that of cylindrical NPs regardless of NP volume.

NP shape is also an important factor for the biodistribution and circulation of NPs in vivo. Geng and Decuzzi et al. have reported that non-spherical particles with longitudinal lengths reaching cellular diameters and discoidal shapes can exhibit longer circulation times than spherical particles. Given the typical processes used to fabricate therapeutic NPs (bottom-up fabrication, self-assembly), the majority of these particles are spherical. As such studies determining optimal NP shapes are still at an early stage and further investigations are required to determine the effects of NP shape on cellular uptake.

6.3 Influence of NP surface charge

NP surface charge is a major factor contributing to the nonspecific binding of NPs to cells and proteins in blood circulation. Positively charged NPs are rapidly cleared from circulation by cells of the MPS. NPs with cationic surfaces may promote cellular binding, resulting in either uptake through endocytosis or direct penetration of the cellular surface membrane. This is because cationic surfaces will interact with the negatively charged phospholipid head groups, proteins and glycans on the surface of cells. Similarly, negatively charged NPs can also show selective cellular uptake compared to NPs with neutral surfaces. Indeed, NP surface charge is a predominant factor for endocytotic uptake of NPs into cells. Recent studies have shown the uptake of positively charged NPs to be an energy dependent process involving the proteins dynamin and F-actin, whereas negatively charged NPs were internalized in a dynamin-independent manner. On the other hand, highly cationic NP surfaces could also by-pass endocytic modes of entry into cells as they can enter cells by creating holes in the cellular bilayer.

Charged NPs however, will inevitably have short half-lives in vivo and high non-specific cellular uptakes due to interaction with blood proteins, resulting in complement activation. Indeed a recent systematic study of the immunocompatibility properties of lipid-polymeric NPs was conducted by measuring the effects of carboxy, amino and methoxy terminated PEGylated NPs on the degree of complement system activation, human plasma protein binding and coagulation system activation. Amongst the surface functional groups studied, amino terminated surfaces induced the highest levels of complement activation. NPs with the more neutral methoxy surface groups were most immunocompatible. Another study showed that after systemic administration, particles with surface charges <15 mV showed minimal macrophage uptake and led to longer circulation times and hence tumour retention.

From our previous experiments we have concluded that the surface charge of NPs can be easily tuned by modifying the functional end group of the PEG polymer. Specifically, NPs composed of PEG-NH$_2$ exhibited a zeta potential of 10 to 15 mV while NPs composed of PEG-COOH exhibited a zeta potential of −10 to −15 mV, and those composed of PEG-OCH$_3$ remained neutral. More interestingly, we have shown that by blending PEG polymers with different end groups at various ratios the NP surface charge can be modulated to a desired value.
6.4 Influence of NP hydrophobicity, roughness, and rigidity

Hydrophobicity plays an important role in NP targeting to cells; NPs that are more hydrophobic than the cellular surface membrane are more easily taken up by cells. \(^{359}\)

Likewise, protein adsorption on the surface of NPs is highly dependent on the hydrophilicity of NP surfaces. Hydrophobic surfaces tend to lead to higher levels of protein adsorption, and IgG proteins which are also opsonins, have high affinities for hydrophobic surfaces. \(^{378}\)

In addition, surface effects such as smooth versus rough surfaces also influence the degree of NP surface binding to cells. \(^{379}\)

Nanoscale “roughness” manifests as local protrusions or depressions on the NP surface forming a harsh surface that has been shown to lead to a minimization of repulsive forces between cellular and NP surfaces. \(^{353}\)

Nanoscale surface roughness influences the surface topography of NPs and was recently exploited to enhance the growth and osteogenic differentiation of human-bone-marrow-derived mesenchymal progenitor cells. \(^{380}\)

Particle rigidity can highly influence in vivo biodistribution profiles. Red blood cell like hydroxyethyl acrylate hydrogels were synthetically engineered with both rigid and deformable structures and their biodistribution evaluated in vivo. \(^{381}\)

The more deformable synthetic blood cells were shown to eliminate up to 30 times more slowly than their rigid counterparts, with more rigid microparticles accumulating in the lungs 2 h post-injection. Given the highly flexible and deformable discoid shape of naturally occurring red blood cells, it is hardly surprising that the elastic modulus properties of NPs can also play an important role in the pharmacokinetics and biodistribution of particles, with more flexible NPs traversing vessels and pores more easily in vivo. Studies exploring the relationship between targeted NPs with variable degrees of structural rigidity and flexibility should be of high interest.

6.5 Influence of NP PEGylation

Due to their large surface-area-to-volume ratios, NPs can attract a ‘corona’ type binding of blood proteins to their extremely curved surfaces. \(^{353}\)

These numbers of proteins are by no means few and far between, but in the hundreds. \(^{382}\)

Although plasma protein binding by abundant proteins such as albumin and 1-acid glycoprotein may lead to enhanced bioavailability for traditional small drug molecules (through the reduction of first pass hepatic extraction), however in the case of NPs, this can lead to their enhanced blood clearance by cells of the immune system. \(^{26}\)

The binding of plasma proteins onto the surface of NPs, also known as opsonization, occurs instantaneously once the NPs make contact with the blood-stream. To address this issue, one classical design parameter for effective in vivo circulation and immune system shielding is the surface addition of PEG, termed PEGylation. \(^{365}\)

PEG is a highly hydrophilic polymer that ensures prolonged in vivo half-lives. Indeed, uncoated NPs have been observed to be rapidly cleared by the MPS. \(^{378}\)

The density and thickness of this PEG masking layer has also been found to affect opsonization and biodistribution of injected NPs, and should be studied with more high-throughput and combinatorial approaches that can accelerate the discovery and development of NPs in a reproducible manner, together with a comprehensive study that combinatorially investigates the interrelation of NP PEG lengths and densities leading to reduced clearance. \(^{365, 384}\)

Currently, it is common practice to decorate the surfaces of NPs with PEG polymers, and these types of NPs can benefit from prolonged circulation times. \(^{385}\)

As such, surface-grafted PEG NPs have reduced uptake by liver cells as these NPs are not effectively bound by plasma proteins. \(^{386}\)

In addition, the density and configuration of PEG on the surface of NPs is also an important parameter for in vivo biodistribution. PEG configurations on the surfaces of NPs can exist as either extended brush-like structures or coiled mushroom or mushroom/brush intermediates. From the two configurations,
predominant brush-like PEG surfaces have been shown to sterically suppress the approach and binding of opsonins such as the C3 protein.\textsuperscript{378}

Studies have shown that NPs covered with PEGMW of 10 kDa circulate longer in the blood but accumulate less in the tumour, while NPs with PEGMW of 5 kDa remain for shorter duration in blood circulation but accumulate more in the tumour.\textsuperscript{387} In addition, there are articles that intend to elucidate an “optimal PEG coverage” that falls in between a larger number of PEG chains on the NP surface with low mobility (brush configuration), and a lower number of PEG chains on the NP surface with high mobility (mushroom configuration).\textsuperscript{388}

In summary, the diversity involved in NP biophysicochemical properties significantly affects their cell uptake, cell cytotoxicity, PK and BD \textit{in vivo}. Additionally, there is a strong interplay between each of these properties and an optimal combination needs to be experimentally determined for every NP type. Given the many parameters that must be optimally engineered and the variability and polydispersity in properties due to multiple synthesis steps, it is not surprising that optimal biophysicochemical properties of NPs have been difficult to ascertain, as evidenced by the fact that many novel nanotechnologies have failed to make an impact on human health to date. Therefore, it is clear that there is a need for optimization of NP biophysicochemical properties in order to achieve optimal efficacy. Interest in the exact identification and characterization of NP surfaces is on the rise and computational techniques including electronic structure methods, all atom Monte Carlo, molecular dynamics methods and coarse-grained methods are now in use in order to better predict and understand the dynamic interactions of NP surfaces with biological environments and systems.\textsuperscript{389}

\section*{7. Novel trends in the development of targeted polymeric nanoparticles}

\subsection*{7.1 Multi-targeting}

Multi targeting systems (MTS) generally describe NP surfaces decorated with two or more targeting ligands that recognize different receptors on the same or different cells. This type of targeting has gained a substantial amount of interest as a way to increase NP uptake by cancer cells using a “two-punch” (or “three-punch”) approach. An example of this approach was presented by Kluza et al.\textsuperscript{390} where they conjugated RGD (targeting integrin receptors) and anginex (targeting galectin-1) to paramagnetic and fluorescent liposomes and investigated NP cell uptake. Interestingly it was found that RGD-anginex dual targeting synergistically enhanced the uptake of these liposomes by HUVEC cells. Another example is demonstrated by Li et al. who used two commonly utilized small molecules, folic acid and glucose, to target KB cells with overexpressed FRs (Fig. 13b).\textsuperscript{341} In this work, the results suggested that enhanced cell recognition and internalization was due to increased multivalent interactions of the gold NPs with the cell surface, compared to single-ligand targeted NPs. Patil et al.\textsuperscript{391} also prepared dual-targeted PLA-PEG NPs using folic acid and biotin as targeting agents and investigated the tumour accumulation and efficacy of this construct versus folate-targeted and biotin-targeted mono-targeted NPs. The targeting strategy resulted in improved efficacy and higher tumour accumulation when compared to controls. More recently Ashley et al.\textsuperscript{383} developed porous silica NPs coated with a lipid bilayer decorated with both a targeting peptide (SP94 which targets an unknown receptor in human hepatocellular carcinoma) and a fusogenic peptide (H5WYG, which enables endosome escape after being protonated) (Fig. 13c). This strategy resulted in a 10 000-fold greater affinity for hepatocellular carcinoma than for hepatocytes and 106-fold improvement over comparable liposomes. A further example of a novel targeting system was demonstrated by Sugahara et al. using iRGD.\textsuperscript{281, 314} This cell penetrating peptide has the added property of targeting two different receptors on the same cell (integrin and...
neuropilin-1 receptors) (Fig. 13d). In this case, targeting occurs sequentially, where integrins are targeted first with the iRGD moiety, followed by proteolytic cleavage of the peptide exposing a CendR motif that subsequently targets neuropilin-1, a key receptor for penetration of biological barriers.\textsuperscript{281, 314} Additionally, when iRGD was conjugated to the surface of Abraxane (Albumin-paclitaxel NPs), the efficacy of the therapy in mice was improved by several folds.\textsuperscript{281}

While dual targeting presents an attractive strategy to potentiate NP uptake by cancer cells, it brings to the NP design another level of complexity. For a targeted NP to be highly effective, all the physicochemical properties such as size, charge, surface hydrophobicity, and targeting ligand density need to be optimized. Considering the interplay of these NP properties and the difficulty to alter one without affecting the other, introducing multiple types of targeting ligands to the NP design could potentially further complicate the optimization of NPs. Furthermore, the greater the number of components a NP has, the more challenging its large-scale manufacturing, regulatory approval, and translation to the clinic. Although studies have shown that the presence of two different targeting ligands on a single NP led to potent cytotoxicity, whereas no toxicity was observed when only one type of ligand was used,\textsuperscript{177} nevertheless, the ultimate benefit of dual or multi targeted NP systems should continue to be investigated at least at the pre-clinical stage.

7.2 Screening NP libraries

Small-molecule drug discovery is generally conducted by screening libraries of molecules to find drugs with optimal pharmacokinetics, biodistribution, tolerance, disposition, and elimination profiles. In recent years researchers have also taken this approach for the development of targeted NPs. However, targeted NP screening increases complexity by several orders of magnitude since there are several ‘inputs’ that could be screened for, such as chemical diversity from the precursors, or biophysicochemical diversity from the NPs. Careful design of combinatorial methods for measuring and understanding these diversities is one solution. For instance, Siegwart et al. recently developed a semi-automated screening of over 1000 polymeric and lipid-like materials with wide chemical diversities that could efficiently deliver siRNA.\textsuperscript{392} Each material was formulated into a NP and gene silencing was evaluated \textit{in vitro}, followed by \textit{in vivo} evaluation of a set of ‘hit’ NPs.\textsuperscript{392}

The utility of NP screening libraries was demonstrated by Hrkach et al. who developed a library of ~100 distinct targeted polymeric NP formulations varying with respect to particle size, targeting ligand density, surface hydrophilicity, drug loading, and drug release properties, leading to a range of NPs with narrowly controlled biophysicochemical diversities.\textsuperscript{394} PK studies in mice, rat and monkey; and tissue distribution studies in rats showed that the lead targeted NP, BIND-014, had properties atypical of previously described polymeric NPs, including a blood circulation half-life of approximately 20 h and minimal liver accumulation.\textsuperscript{394} BIND-014 demonstrated superior anti-tumour efficacy in animals, as well as differentiated pharmacology, tolerability, and promising anti-tumour responses in human clinical trial.\textsuperscript{394}

Weissleder et al. reported the screening of 146 different small-molecule ligands attached onto a model NP.\textsuperscript{393} Their model NP was a ‘magneto-fluorescent’ dextran coated iron oxide NP that could readily report uptake by different cell types, as well as tumour accumulation. Their choice of small molecule targeting was focused on compounds (MW < 500 Da) containing various chemical functional groups such as primary amines, alcohols, carboxylic acids, sulfhydryls and anhydrides, which can effect overall NP features such as water solubility, conjugation ability, biocompatibility and chemical diversity (Fig. 14).\textsuperscript{393}
Wang et al. also screened various NPs to identify those with the best gene transfection efficiencies in vitro. This system was composed of six different building blocks including two different targeting ligands linked to PEG, cyclodextran, and dendrimers, with the mixing ratio of the compounds varied combinatorially. One important feature of this work was the development and implementation of a microfluidic system that facilitated the rapid mixing and preparation of different building block combinations in a high-throughput manner. These examples demonstrate a rising trend towards the combinatorial development of NPs to find NPs that exhibit the optimal interplay of properties impacting their efficacy and fate in vivo. The screening of NP libraries is one approach to comprehensively investigate the interrelation of NP biophysicochemical properties with their final therapeutic outcome.

7.3 Combination therapies

Combination therapy by co-delivering multiple drugs encapsulated in the same targeted polymeric NP was proposed to address the challenges of single-agent chemotherapy. Some of the advantages of this type of approach include: (1) synergistic therapeutic effects, (2) control of drug-combination pharmacokinetics (especially for drugs with different chemical properties) and, (3) control of combination-drug exposure in a temporal and spatial manner. Combination chemotherapy can be carried out in non-targeted NPs or targeted NPs. Recently, Kolishetti et al. developed a targeted therapeutic NP system for co-delivery of cisplatin and Dtxl (two drugs with different chemical properties) to prostate cancer cells. The hydrophilic Pt(IV) cisplatin prodrug was first conjugated to a poly(lactide) polymer derivative with pendant hydroxyl groups (denoted PLA-OH) to yield a PLA-Pt(IV) copolymer, and subsequently blended with PLGA-PEG and Dtxl by a nanoprecipitation process (Fig. 15). The dual-drug encapsulated NPs were then conjugated with the A10 Apt to develop a targeted co-delivery NP platform.

In vitro studies demonstrated that the Apt-targeted, dual-drug encapsulated NPs were ~5.5–10 times more cytotoxic than respective single drug encapsulating NPs (PLA-Pt-NP-Apt and Dtxl-NP-Apt).

In another study by Milane et al. the therapeutic efficacy and safety of the drug combination paclitaxel/lodinamine loaded in an EGFR NP was evaluated. The rationale for the targeting agent together with the drug combination was to overcome MDR with cells over-expressing the EGFR receptor. The drug combination was evaluated using a mouse orthotopic model of MDR human breast cancer, and it was observed that the NP performed significantly better than the free drug combination. Research on the development of combinatorial therapies is on the rise, however, this area will benefit from further investigations involving: (1) the discovery of further molecular targets in cancer cells and better understanding of drug activity in these cells, (2) chemistries that allow for the dual or multi-conjugation of drugs to polymer backbones, (3) improvements in loading methods of two or more drugs with variable properties within single NPs and, (4) reproducible and efficacious toxicity data following the use of combination drug therapies.

7.4 Polymer-lipid hybrid NPs

Polymer-lipid hybrid NPs aim to combine the advantages of both polymers and lipidic vesicles and have recently gained interest for drug delivery applications. The main rationale concerning the design of these systems is to achieve stable and controllable NPs for prolonged drug release properties in vivo. This involves the inclusion of an amphiphilic lipid in the formulation, which preferentially associates with the hydrophobic corona surface of the polymeric core, for example a PLGA based core (see Fig. 9). Recently Chan et al. developed PLGA-lipid NPs that combined three different types of biomaterials: (1) a PLGA hydrophobic core for drug entrapment, (2) soybean phosphatidylcholine (lecithin) to create a
monolayer around the hydrophobic core, and, (3) DSPE-PEG-COOH which intersperses in the lecithin monolayer in order to form a stabilizing PEG shell (Fig. 9). These polymeric NPs were loaded with Ptxl and conjugated to peptides where they showed effective vascular wall targeting and preferential localization to arterial wall injury. Additionally a post-angioplasty reduction in arterial stenosis was observed in animals treated with these Ptxl-load vascular wall targeted NPs. Another example of combining polymers and lipids in a single delivery system is the “nanocell” developed by Sengupta et al. In this work, the authors were able to achieve delivery of two anticancer drugs in a spatiotemporally controlled manner by incorporating a polymeric nanoparticle inside of a liposomal structure. The liposomal portion released its antiangiogenic payload more rapidly, thereby attacking the tumour-associated vasculature, followed by a more sustained release profile of a cytotoxic agent from the inner polymeric matrix, directly attacking the tumour cells.

Recently Shi et al. reported the development of a simple and robust hybrid lipid-polymer NP for siRNA delivery. This system differs from classical lipid-hybrid polymer systems in that these NPs were engineered to contain a differentially charged hollow core/shell lipid-polymer-lipid hybrid nanostructure (Fig. 16). These NPs were formulated using a modified double-emulsion solvent evaporation method. The inner positively charged hollow core which is composed of cationic lipids was designed to encapsulate siRNA more efficiently than a PLGA core alone. These hybrid lipid-polymeric NPs were shown to effectively load and efficiently deliver siRNA both in vitro and in vivo.

Hybrid NPs, especially those made with clinically validated materials hold great promise as the next generation of therapeutic NPs. The fact that hybrid NPs combine some of the unique physical and chemical characteristics of two or more classes of materials, such as polymers and liposomes to create a versatile and robust new class of nanoparticles, makes them very attractive to potentiate the performance of NPs. However, it would be key to obtain a deeper scientific understanding on hybrid NPs, both physical (for instance understanding their self-assembly mechanism) and biological (for instance, determining their toxicity profiles at the cell-level and organ level), in order to accelerate their clinical translation.

7.5 Sub-cellular targeting

It is often assumed that mediating cell cytosolic internalization is adequate to ensure the interaction of drug molecules with their final subcellular targets via simple diffusion and random interactions. However, it has become increasingly evident that such an assumption does not likely hold true. In addition to the presence of the cytoskeletal network and various dispersed organelles, the cytoplasm contains a large amount of dissolved macromolecules, with a concentration between 50 and 400 g L\(^{-1}\). Consequently, transport or diffusion events in such a crowded solution cannot be expected to be the same as those in buffer solutions. In the case of a drug molecule with no defined specificity for a particular organelle, the molecule would need to have sufficiently long metabolic stability to allow for random interactions with the organelle. In the case of molecules with a stronger affinity for a non-target subcellular compartment, there exists a greater need for the ability to control subcellular disposition. In the case of drug molecules that are recognized by the drug efflux pump (e.g. P-glycoprotein), the design of NPs that can be internalized by endocytosis and thus release their active drugs inside subcellular organelles can be used to overcome multidrug resistance in cancer cells. In addition, increasing attention has been focused on the pathological disorders of subcellular organelles (e.g. endosomes and lysosomes), which could potentially benefit from therapies targeting these pathways. For example, endosomal abnormalities in neurons have been associated with the etiology of Alzheimer’s disease. Lysosomes and in particular lysosomal hydrolases have been associated with several aspects of malignant transformation, including the loss of cell
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growth control, altered regulation of cell death, and acquisition of chemo-resistance and of metastatic potential.\textsuperscript{414} Endosomes and lysosomes have thus been proposed as potential target organelles for the chemotherapy of Alzheimer’s disease and cancers. Subsequently, focus has shifted towards subcellular drug targeting, that is, directing therapeutic agents to an individual organelle and is now becoming a new frontier for the development of therapeutic NPs.\textsuperscript{415}

Two major approaches have been applied in the design of NPs with the potential for subcellular targeting. The first is based on attaching subcellular targeting ligands on the surface of NPs to redirect their accumulation to the desired compartment. The second is based on the inherent predisposition of the NPs for a particular compartment, which can be influenced at the preparation stage of NPs by using components that have a strong affinity for a subcellular compartment, and tuning the NP aspect ratio and size.

The type of targeting ligands displayed by NPs will determine the deposition location of these agents inside the cells. Well-characterized endocytic targeting ligands potentially useful for NP-mediated drug delivery are folic acid, low-density lipoprotein, cholera toxin B, mannose-6-phosphate, Tf, riboflavin, the tripeptide RGD, ICAM-1 antibody and nicotinic acid, as reviewed elsewhere.\textsuperscript{412} The cellular internalization mechanisms utilized by these ligands involve clathrin-dependent receptor mediated endocytosis, caveolin-assisted endocytosis, lipid raft-associated endocytosis and cell adhesion molecule (CAM)-directed cellular uptake.\textsuperscript{412, 416, 417}

Tfs,\textsuperscript{418} a family of large non-heme iron-binding glycoproteins, are the most widely used endocytic targeting ligands for the functionalization of NP drug delivery systems. Iron-loaded transferrin binds to a specific cell-surface receptor (TfR1) and is taken up via clathrin-coated pits. The TfR complex is routed into the endosomal compartment, avoiding lysosomal digestion. This is an important feature of TfR1 for NP delivery, as normally glycoproteins taken up by means of receptor-mediated endocytosis are destined eventually to fuse with lysosomes. Encapsulation of Dox into liposomes bearing Tf on the distal end of liposomal PEG chains resulted in significantly increased Dox uptake into glioma cells, which are known to overexpress the TfRs.\textsuperscript{419} Tf modification of Dox-loaded palmitoylated glycol chitosan (GCP) vesicles resulted in higher uptake and increased cytotoxicity as compared with GCP doxorubicin alone.\textsuperscript{420}

Intercellular adhesion molecule (ICAM)-1, a glycoprotein expressed on diverse cell types, is upregulated and functionally involved in inflammation, which is a hallmark of many lysosomal disorders.\textsuperscript{421} Recombinant human acid sphingomyelinase (ASM) enzyme, deficient in types A and B Niemann-Pick disease, was loaded into NPs coated with anti-ICAM antibody. Anti-ICAM/ASM NPs were found to enter cells by means of CAM-mediated endocytosis and traffic to lysosomes. The delivered enzyme displayed stable activity and alleviated lysosomal lipid accumulation, suggesting that NPs targeted to ICAM-1 bypassed defunct pathways and could improve the efficacy of enzyme replacement therapy for lysosomal disorders, such as Niemann-Pick disease.\textsuperscript{421} A mitochondrial leader peptide (MLP), derived from the nucleocytosol-expressed but mitochondria-localized ornithine transcarbamylase, was used to render polyethylenimine (PEI) NPs mitochondriotropic.\textsuperscript{425} Lee et al.\textsuperscript{422} conjugated the mitochondrial leader peptide to PEI NPs by means of a disulfide bond and confirmed the complex formation of PEI–MLP with DNA by a gel retardation assay. In vitro delivery tests of rhodamine-labelled DNA into living cells demonstrated that PEI–MLP/DNA complexes were localized at mitochondrial sites. The data suggested that PEI–MLP can deliver DNA to the mitochondrial sites and may be useful for the development of direct mitochondrial gene therapy.
In an elegant recent study, Murakami et al. investigated the real-time subcellular fate of polymeric micelles formed from (1,2-diaminocyclohexane) platinum(II) (DACHPt/m), the parent complex of oxaliplatin, in tumour tissues using fluorescence aided based assessment of their kinetic stability (Fig. 17). They were able to show potent antitumour activity for their system and to prove that their designed polymeric micelles were able to overcome Pt resistance both in vitro and in vivo. The extravasation of DACHPt/m NP was observed from blood vessels into tumours in addition to polymer dissociation intracellularly. It was hypothesized that these polymeric NPs selectively dissociated in the late endosomes and facilitated Pt drug delivery to the nucleus relative to free oxaliplatin. The authors proposed that this outcome is most likely due to circumvention of the cytoplasmic detoxification systems of metallothionein and methionine synthase. By developing oxaliplatin resistance in various cell lines, they were able to test this hypothesis as in each case the drug loaded micelles exhibited higher toxicities than the free oxaliplatin. This study suggests that therapeutic NPs have enormous potential in both intracellular targeting via compartmentalization, and drug delivery in an efficacious manner.

### 7.6 Stimuli responsive and surface switching NPs

An emerging method for targeting drugs to disease areas is to exploit the local changes that occur due to disease pathology and use these changes as triggers to improve targeting. This is accomplished by developing stimuli-responsive materials that change their physicochemical or drug-release properties upon encountering specific environmental cues, potentially leading to increased drug delivery to diseased tissues. These methods of drug targeting have grown out of both a greater understanding of the local changes that occur in different disease conditions and through a greater ability to design materials that have a dynamic range that is physiologically relevant for the specific disease application. These stimuli can be classified as extracellular, intracellular, or both. Extracellular conditions that may be altered in disease typically include decreased pH, such as in certain solid tumours, inflammation, and infections, and the presence of certain enzymes, such as the clotting cascade. However, extracellular conditions can also be artificially manipulated such as by applying local heating, ultrasound, or near infrared light to trigger an effect. Intracellular conditions that can be exploited include low pH, presence of certain unique enzymes, and the reducing environment of endolysosomes.

Stimuli-responsive materials used for drug delivery either trigger a burst of drug release or increase the rate of drug release in response to a given stimuli In addition, it may be possible to improve NP targeting to sites of disease by causing changes in NP surface properties at sites of disease.

These strategies can be applied broadly across different types of NPs and are not limited to polymeric NPs. For example, liposomes that have multiple targeting functions that are unveiled sequentially have been developed to respond to extracellular low pH to improve intracellular delivery. In a recent study, Poon et al. developed polylysine-coated quantum dots via layer-by-layer (LbL) assembly. The neutral layers on the surface of these NPs were designed to shed in response to the acidic tumour environment to reveal a highly charged surface that facilitated uptake by tumour cells. The results of this study demonstrated the potential of LbL NPs for both tumour targeting and cancer cell targeting.

Stimuli-responsive polymeric micelle NPs based on block copolymers have been developed extensively by Bae et al. A few illustrative examples include poly(L-histidine)-b-polyethylene glycol/poly(L-lactide)-b-polyethylene glycol mixed micelles that dissolve at low pH, leading to low-pH-targeted drug release. The pH at which these micelles dissolved could be tuned by changing the ratio of poly(L-lactide)-b-polyethylene glycol to poly(L-histidine)-b-polyethylene glycol, demonstrating the potential to apply this drug approach.
delivery method to a variety of different tumours or specific areas within tumours based on the local acidity.\textsuperscript{337} Another example is a TAT-peptide-modified triblock copolymer of poly(\(-\text{L-}\)lactic acid)-\text{-}b-poly(ethylene glycol)-\text{-}b-poly(\(-\text{L-}\)histidine)-TAT mixed with poly(\(-\text{L-}\)histidine)-\text{-}b-poly(ethylene glycol) to yield micelles that present TAT-peptide on encountering acidity for targeted internalization.\textsuperscript{338} In this case, pH-sensitive TAT-peptide exposure on the micelle surface is believed to be significant for tumour cell-specific internalization, as TAT-peptide is known to interact with various different cell membranes, such as the BBB.\textsuperscript{339}

Other stimuli-responsive polymeric NPs have been developed, a targeted, environment-responsive polymeric nanocapsule based on cucurbit[6]uril, was also designed to collapse in reducing environments, such as inside cells, to trigger burst drug release.\textsuperscript{139} Additionally, temperature-sensitive NPs based on poly(\(N\)-isopropylacrylamide)-\text{-}b-poly(butyl methacrylate) were designed to release drugs rapidly at temperatures above the lower critical solution temperature (LCST) of the poly(\(N\)-isopropylacrylamide) segment (32 °C).\textsuperscript{440}

These and other methods of using stimuli to improve drug targeting are likely to see continued development, particularly in instances where a high level of differentiation between pathologic and physiologic conditions exists.

### 8. Opportunities and challenges for targeted NPs

Oncology is one area where nanomedicine products are set to make the most impact, where cell and tissue targeting approaches can be used to efficiently deliver cytotoxic and molecularly targeted drugs to cancer cells. Most cancer drugs today are administered either intravenously or orally and become systemically distributed without preferential partitioning to cancer tissue. The widespread biodistribution of cancer drugs results in both therapeutic anti-cancer effects as well as off target adverse effects on healthy and proliferating non-cancer cells. The ability to target therapeutics in a more controlled and specific manner is the primary goal of developing targeted NPs. The molecularly targeted cancer drugs typically modulate signalling pathways that are aberrantly activated in cancer cells. These drugs are most commonly: (i) administered orally, (ii) dosed daily, (iii) interact with their targets reversibly, and (iv) are limited in their efficacy as single agents due to factors such as network robustness, redundancy, crosstalk and emergence of resistance. Polymeric NP technologies may enable the co-delivery of multiple molecularly targeted drugs, creating an integrative pharmacologic effect among distinct drugs, thereby modulating multiple pathways that may translate into more prolonged and efficacious anti-cancer therapies.

While the potential advantages of delivering molecularly targeted drugs \textit{via} targeted polymeric NPs is relatively clear, one potential challenge arises due to the fact that polymeric NPs are most commonly administered intravenously. This necessitates efficient NP capabilities for encapsulating sufficiently high drug concentrations in order to ensure a constant release of drugs—in particular, between infrequent intravenous (IV) dosing regimens.

Numerous works have demonstrated the effectiveness of targeted NPs in becoming internalized into cells and delivering therapeutic and imaging agents in a highly specific manner (see Table 2). For example, targeted polymeric NPs were shown to elicit marked increase in intracellular uptake by prostate cancer cells in comparison to non-targeted NPs\textit{ in vitro}.\textsuperscript{195, 282, 351, 441, 442} Furthermore, the careful tuning of targeting ligands density and chemical properties on the surface of NPs was shown to further enhance the intracellular uptake of polymeric NPs in targeted cells.\textsuperscript{218, 266} Ultimately a number of parameters need to be investigated for successful design of targeted NPs, which include optimization of NP biophysicochemical properties and the demonstration of the efficacy of targeted NPs in a...
clinical setting on their impact on patient outcomes. Aside from identification of optimal ligands and ligand targets suitable for highly selective NP targeting, a whole host of other practical challenges in the development of targeted therapeutic NPs should also be considered including: (1) the use of biocompatible, biodegradable/bioeliminable materials, (2) the use of simple, robust and reproducible bioconjugation chemistries for the attachment of precursors and targeting ligands, (3) facile NP assemblies that avoid multi-step NP preparation and purification steps, (4) optimization of NP biophysicochemical properties to achieve optimal drug load/release, long circulation half-life, suitable biodistribution, differential target tissue accumulation, efficacious target tissue drug concentration and drug exposure kinetics, (5) validation of NP stability and predictable shelf-life; and, (6) development or adaptation of scalable processes and units of operations amenable to the manufacturing of large quantities of targeted NPs for clinical development and commercialization.

Recently interest has developed on how the properties of size, shape, surface area, roughness, porosity, surface functional groups, ligands, surface defects, hydrophobicity and hydrophilicity (Fig. 12) collectively influence NP behaviour at the ‘nano-bio’ interface, as this understanding is key to improved NP design. Indeed, the value of tailoring these parameters with the purpose of minimizing toxicity, unfavourable interactions with the immune system, rapid renal clearance, and accumulation in organs such as the liver and spleen is beginning to be more systematically recognized and increasingly adopted. Targeted NPs can lead to nanomedicines being specifically retained in tissues and/or cells, resulting in higher dose and duration of drug exposure within the target tissue. However, ultimately the question remains as to whether targeted NPs demonstrate marked improvement in clinical outcomes, which need to be demonstrated through well executed larger clinical trials. Beyond the regulatory requirements of demonstrating safety, efficacy, quality and cost-effectiveness, further challenges of each targeted NP technology need to be investigated on a case-by-case basis and these challenges must be met in order to harness their tremendous potential as a new class of targeted therapeutics.

9. Conclusions and outlook

Polymeric NPs have shown tremendous therapeutic potential at both research and clinical levels. Coupled with the fast pace of development in nanotechnology and our deeper understanding of biophysicochemical parameters that govern NP behaviour in biological systems, then it is not over reaching to expect NP technologies to create revolutionary therapies for a myriad of medical problems. This optimism is justified given our improved knowledge of disease pathways, better manipulation, characterization and control of matter at the nanoscale, and proven clinical outcomes so far. We are now in a good position to no longer look at targeted polymeric NPs as merely nanosized drug delivery vehicles, but to view them in a new light—as a new class of therapeutics that impact treatment efficacies beyond that of the action of the drug itself. In particular, this concept is now being realized with respect to the modes of drug release at active sites both extra and intracellularly, which is governed by the therapeutic NP capabilities of undergoing endocytosis assisted uptake, bypassing of MDR pathways and targeting subcellular compartments.

We have confidence that with a well characterized system including: safe, effective, and specific targeting ligands, biocompatible, biodegradable and bioeliminable materials, and appropriate choice of therapeutics and disease models, targeted polymeric NPs could yield more effective treatments for a myriad of important human diseases. The exciting developments that are producing more “sensitive” NPs capable of triggered release of drugs at active sites under environmental cues further strengthen the therapeutic NP arsenal.
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Although targeted NPs have been slow to enter the clinic their potential as an entirely new class of therapeutics, remains tremendous.

A considerable amount of research and development is necessary from the proof-of-principle stage of developing novel targeted nanomedicines to their bench-to-bedside translation, and in particular, the multifunctionality and complexity of some targeted polymeric NPs should be investigated on a case-by-case basis. The processes for the engineering of targeted NPs must be carefully developed and controlled in order to facilitate reproducible and scalable NP production. The development of complementary technologies such as the identification of biochemically stable non-immunogenic ligands with higher affinities and specificity for clinically relevant targets is of potential importance. Selective adaptation of NP technologies early during drug discovery may also result in the development of improved drugs beyond what is achievable by medicinal chemistry alone. For example NP technologies can protect drugs from rapid metabolism and inactivation; improve drug solubility, PK, BD, and target tissue exposure. All of these properties are typically optimized by medicinal chemistry efforts and often occur at the expense of other desirable properties including for example, drug potency or specificity. The combination of medicinal chemistry and NP engineering early on during drug discovery holds enormous promise, and provides additional degrees of freedom to medicinal chemistry efforts for creating optimally developed targeted NP therapeutics. With continued infusion of capital from the public and private sectors toward the research and development in the area of nanomedicine we believe that targeted polymeric NP technologies will emerge as an important class of therapeutics in the next 20 years with broad therapeutic impact, analogous to the evolution and impact of mAb technologies over the last few decades. There is still “plenty of room at the bottom”.
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Fig. 1.
Time line of clinical stage nanomedicine firsts. Liposomes,\textsuperscript{9} controlled release polymeric systems for macromolecules,\textsuperscript{10} dendrimers,\textsuperscript{11} targeted-PEGylated liposomes,\textsuperscript{12} first FDA approved liposome (DOXIL),\textsuperscript{13} long circulating poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid)-polyethyleneglycol (PLGA-PEG) NPs,\textsuperscript{14} iron oxide MRI contrast agent NP (Ferumoxide),\textsuperscript{15} protein based drug delivery system (Abraxane; nab technology),\textsuperscript{16} polymeric micelle NP (Genexol-PM),\textsuperscript{17} targeted cyclodextrin-polymer hybrid NP (CALAA-01),\textsuperscript{18} targeted polymeric NP (BIND-014; Accurint\textsuperscript{TM} Technology),\textsuperscript{19} fully integrated polymeric nanoparticle vaccines (SEL-068, tSVP\textsuperscript{TM} Technology).\textsuperscript{20}
Fig. 2.
Common biodegradable polymers utilized in controlled-release drug delivery applications. Poly(lactic acid) (PLA), poly(glutamic acid) (PGA), poly(\(\alpha,\gamma\)-lactic-co-glycolide) (PLGA), poly(caprolactone) (PCL).
Fig. 3.
Components of CALAA-01 (Calando Pharmaceuticals-01) – a targeted NP for siRNA delivery: (a) CDP: water-soluble, linear cyclodextrin-containing polymer, AD: adamantane (AD)-PEG conjugate (PEG MW of 5000) (AD-PEG), and Tf-PEG-AD: an adamantane conjugate of PEG (PEGMWof 5000) conjugated with human transferrin (Tf) ligand. (b) CALAA-01 is formulated via a single self-assembly process of four individual components. Figure taken from Davis, M et al.18
Fig. 4.
(a) Microfluidic synthesis of polymeric nanoparticles prepared under rapid mixing conditions in 2D flow focusing. (b) 3D flow focusing. Figure adapted from Karnik et al. and Rhee et al.\textsuperscript{236, 237}
Fig. 5. 
Drug release mechanisms from polymeric NPs: (a) diffusion from polymer matrix with time varying diffusivity, (b) surface erosion/degradation of polymer matrix, and (c) biodegradation of polymer matrix due to hydrolytic degradation leading to drug release.
Fig. 6.
Self-assembly of triblock PLGA-\(b\)-PEG copolymers in aqueous solution: (a) Polymeric NP formation \textit{via} nanoprecipitation, FG = functional group (b) Conjugation of targeting ligand to the surface of pre-formed polymeric NPs (c) Pre-functionalized diblock polymer with hydrophilic targeting ligand.
Fig. 7.
Self-assembling targeted polymeric NPs. A-B: Synthesis and characterization of PLGA-PEG-Apt triblock polymers. C: Nanoprecipitation leading to the self-assembly of PLGA-PEG-Apt NPs. Aptamer surface density is precisely controlled using distinct ratios of PLGA-PEG-Apt and PLGA-PEG. Figure taken from Gu et al.\textsuperscript{218}
Fig. 8.
PLGA-PEG-RGD and PLGA-PEG-folate triblock polymers used to prepare targeted NPs with different surface ligand densities. Figure taken from Valencia et al.\textsuperscript{266}
Fig. 9. Polymer-lipid hybrid ‘Nanoburr’ particles. A: Polymer-drug conjugate synthesis (Ptxl-PLA), B: HPLC characterization of Ptxl and Ptxl-PLA polymer, C: Nanoburr synthesis via polymer lipid, and lipid-PEG self-assembly, D: TEM image of Nanoburrs (stained with 3% uranyl acetate), E: Dynamic light scattering measurements (DLS) pre and post peptide conjugation, F: Zeta potential measurements pre and post peptide conjugation, and G: in vitro drug release profile of Ptxl from Nanoburr NPs. Figure taken from Chan et al.147
Fig. 10.
Schematic protocol of cell-uptake selection for evolving cancer cell-specific internalizing Apts. Figure taken from Xiao et al.\textsuperscript{351}
Fig. 11.
NPs and their biophysicochemical characteristics which affect their performance both in *vitro* and *in vivo*.
Fig. 12.
Development of an array of nano and microparticles with variable shapes and aspect ratios using the PRINT technique by Desimone et al. Figure taken from Wang et al.\textsuperscript{360}
Fig. 13. Different strategies for multi-ligand targeting of NPs: A: Various modes of targeting using single or multi-ligands (Figure taken from Ruoslahti et al.\textsuperscript{260}), B: Dual-targeting where one NP has two different ligands that target receptors on the same cell (Figure adapted from Li et al.\textsuperscript{341}), C: example of cellular and sub-cellular targeting (Figure taken from Ashley et al.\textsuperscript{383}), and D: dual targeting of one peptide to two different receptors on the same cell (Figure adapted from K. Sugahara et al.\textsuperscript{257}).
Fig. 14.
Screening targeted NPs from a derived NP library: (a–b) Laser light scattering and atomic force microscopy of NPs. (c) Model of the crosslinked dextran coating NPs modified with small molecules. (d) Water solubility, as well as fluorescent and magnetic properties of NPs. (e) Different classes of small molecules with amino, sulphydryl, carboxyl or anhydride functionalities anchored onto the NPs. (f) Hematoxylin eosin–stained sections of the tumours targeting with NPs. (g) Tumour cross-sections observed using the Cy5.5 fluorescence channel indicate marked fluorescence of one identified NP; CLIO-isatoic within tumour cells. (h) Biodistribution study with $^{111}$In-labelled NPs confirmed tumoural targeting of CLIO-isatoic NPs. Figure adapted from Weissleder et al.\textsuperscript{393}
Fig. 15.
Strategy for co-encapsulating hydrophobic Dtxl and more hydrophilic Pt(IV)-monosuccinate prodrug on a single nanoparticle. Figure taken from Kolishetti et al.\textsuperscript{46}
Fig. 16.
Biodegradable and biocompatible polymers and lipids forming hybrid core/shell nanoparticles for siRNA delivery. The unique lipid–polymer–lipid nanostructure is demonstrated by TEM (top right) and fluorescence microscopy (bottom right) with microsized particles. Figure taken from Shi et al.\textsuperscript{400}
Fig. 17.
Design of fluorescent-labelled DACHPt/m (F-DACHPt/m) for visualization of localization and drug release in cancer cells: (A) F-DACHPt/m self-assembled through polymer-metal complex formation between DACHPt and boron dipyrromethene (BODIPY) FL–poly(ethylene glycol)-b-poly(glutamic acid)–BODIPY TR in distilled water. (B) Schematic representation of hypothetical subcellular pathways and action of DACHPt/m. Figure taken from Murakami et al.⁴²³
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identity</th>
<th>Ligand</th>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Nanoparticle</th>
<th>Active Pharmaceutical Ingredient (API)</th>
<th>Indication</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BIND-014</td>
<td>Small molecule</td>
<td>PSMA&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Polymeric</td>
<td>Docetaxel</td>
<td>Solid tumours</td>
<td>Phase I</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEL-068</td>
<td>Small molecule</td>
<td>Antigen presenting cells</td>
<td>Polymeric</td>
<td>Nicotine antigen T-helper cell peptide, TLR&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt; agonist</td>
<td>Smoking cessation and relapse prevention vaccine</td>
<td>Phase I</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CALAA-01</td>
<td>Transferrin</td>
<td>Transferrin receptor</td>
<td>Polymeric</td>
<td>siRNA</td>
<td>Solid tumours</td>
<td>Phase I</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBP-426</td>
<td>Transferrin</td>
<td>Transferrin receptor</td>
<td>Liposome</td>
<td>Oxaliplatin</td>
<td>Gastric, esophageal, gastrointestinal adenocarcinoma</td>
<td>Phase Ib/II</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCC-465</td>
<td>Antibody fragment</td>
<td>Tumour antigen</td>
<td>Liposome</td>
<td>Doxorubicin</td>
<td>Metastatic stomach cancer</td>
<td>Phase I</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SGT53-01</td>
<td>Antibody fragment</td>
<td>Transferrin receptor</td>
<td>Liposome</td>
<td>p53 gene</td>
<td>Solid tumours</td>
<td>Phase Ib</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>PSMA: prostate specific membrane antigen.

<sup>b</sup>TLR: Toll-Like Receptor agonist.
### Table 2

Examples of preclinical targeted polymeric nanoparticles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Physicochemical Characteristics (Size, (\zeta)-potential)</th>
<th>Targeting Strategy</th>
<th>Drug/Disease or Indication</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Poly(2-methacryloyloxyethyl phosphorylcholine-co-butyl methacrylate) and poly(methacryloyloxyethylphosphorylcholine-co-butylmethacrylate-co-methacryloyl hydrazide)</td>
<td>220–240 nm, 02212;2 mV</td>
<td>Phosphorylcholine</td>
<td>Doxorubicin/Cancer</td>
<td>153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poly(lactic acid)-selectin conjugates</td>
<td>170 nm, −20 mV</td>
<td>Small molecule; Selectin ligand</td>
<td>Inflammation</td>
<td>154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galactosylated-chitosan polymer</td>
<td>120 nm, +5 mV</td>
<td>Small molecule; Galactose</td>
<td>DNA/Various</td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chitosan</td>
<td>200 nm, + 40 mV</td>
<td>RGD; Charge</td>
<td>siRNA/Cancer</td>
<td>156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chitosan-PEG</td>
<td>150 nm, +16 mV</td>
<td>Antibody</td>
<td>Caspase inhibitor pep tide/Stroke</td>
<td>157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poly(caprolactone) and poly(ethylene glycol) or poly(2-N,N-dimethylamino)ethyl methacrylate)</td>
<td>25–200 nm</td>
<td>Passive</td>
<td>Various</td>
<td>158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Allyloxy)(_2)cucurbit[6]uril polymer</td>
<td>70–90 nm</td>
<td>Triggered; Reducing environment sensitive</td>
<td>Cancer</td>
<td>159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyclodextrin polymer</td>
<td>100–150 nm, +15mV</td>
<td>Transferrin</td>
<td>DNA/Cancer</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetal modified dextran</td>
<td>250–300 nm, −5 mV to + 12 mV</td>
<td>Pep tide</td>
<td>Various</td>
<td>161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNA</td>
<td>410 nm</td>
<td>Passive</td>
<td>Various</td>
<td>162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elastin-like polypeptides</td>
<td>20 nm</td>
<td>Triggered; pH-sensitive</td>
<td>Doxorubicin/Cancer</td>
<td>163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>60 nm</td>
<td>RGD; T-sensitive</td>
<td>Cancer</td>
<td>164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gelatin</td>
<td>250–300 nm, −20 mV</td>
<td>Antibody</td>
<td>antiCD3 mAb/Cancer</td>
<td>165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>poly((\beta)-amino esters)</td>
<td>200 nm, −5 mV</td>
<td>RGD</td>
<td>DNA/Gen therapy</td>
<td>166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heparin</td>
<td>60 nm, −16 mV</td>
<td>Small molecule; Folate</td>
<td>Paclitaxel/Cancer</td>
<td>167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyaluronic acid</td>
<td>250–400 nm</td>
<td>Intrinsic</td>
<td>Cancer</td>
<td>168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyaluronic acid-ceramide/pluronic 85</td>
<td>110–140 nm, −20 mV</td>
<td>Passive</td>
<td>Docetaxel/Cancer</td>
<td>169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydrophobically modified glycol chitosan</td>
<td>360 nm, +22mV</td>
<td>Charge</td>
<td>Cancer</td>
<td>170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oligoethylene glycol pyridine disulfide nanogels</td>
<td>190 nm</td>
<td>Reducing environment sensitive</td>
<td>Hydrophobic drugs</td>
<td>171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poly(methylidithene-amine)sebacate)-co-[(cholesteryloxycarboxylamidoethyl) methylbis(ethylene) ammonium bromide]sebacate</td>
<td>80–180 nm, +70mV</td>
<td>Charge</td>
<td>Paclitaxel, DNA/Cancer</td>
<td>172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poly(ethyleneoxide)-modified poly((\beta)-amino ester)</td>
<td>100–150 nm, +40mV</td>
<td>Triggered; pH-sensitive</td>
<td>Paclitaxel/Cancer</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modified poly(caprolactone)copolymer</td>
<td>120 nm, −60 mV</td>
<td>Small molecule; Galactose</td>
<td>Doxorubicin/Cancer</td>
<td>174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poly(carboxybetaine methacrylate)</td>
<td>110 nm</td>
<td>Triggered; Reducing environment sensitive; RGD</td>
<td>Reducing environments</td>
<td>176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEG (PRINT)</td>
<td>290 nm, −30 mV</td>
<td>Transferrin</td>
<td>Cancer</td>
<td>177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poly(caprolactone)-poly(ethylene glycol)</td>
<td>25–60 nm, −5 mV</td>
<td>Large peptide; EGF</td>
<td>Cancer</td>
<td>178</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Physicochemical Characteristics (Size, ζ-potential)</th>
<th>Targeting Strategy</th>
<th>Drug/Disease or Indication</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PEGylated Gelatin</td>
<td>200 nm</td>
<td>Passive</td>
<td>DNA/Various</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poly(methacrylic acid)</td>
<td>150–170 nm, −20 mV</td>
<td>Small molecule; Folate</td>
<td>Doxorubicin/Cancer</td>
<td>181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poly(lactic acid)</td>
<td>45 nm</td>
<td>Peptide; RGD</td>
<td>Doxorubicin/Cancer</td>
<td>182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>70–95 nm, −30 mV to + 45 mV</td>
<td>Charge</td>
<td>Various</td>
<td>183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>80 nm, −25 mV</td>
<td>Triggered; pH-sensitive</td>
<td>Cisplatin/Cancer</td>
<td>184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poly(D,L-lactide-co-glycolide)</td>
<td>110–190 nm</td>
<td>Antibody</td>
<td>Camptothecin/Cancer</td>
<td>185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>260 nm, −8 mV</td>
<td>Peptide</td>
<td>Inflammation</td>
<td>186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>140–180 nm, −20 mV</td>
<td>Peptide</td>
<td>Loperamide/Analgesia</td>
<td>187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>poly(D,L-lactide-co-glycolide) - lipid hybrid</td>
<td>80–120 nm</td>
<td>Passive</td>
<td>Doxorubicin, Combretastatin-4/ Cancer</td>
<td>188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>60 nm</td>
<td>Peptide</td>
<td>Injured vasculature</td>
<td>147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>poly(D,L-lactide-co-glycolide)- poly(ethylene glycol)</td>
<td>180 nm, −3 mV</td>
<td>Peptide; Tetanus toxin C fragment</td>
<td>Neurons and Neuroblastoma</td>
<td>189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>40–60 nm</td>
<td>Small molecule; Alendronate</td>
<td>Estrogen/Bone hydroxypatite</td>
<td>190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>80–200 nm</td>
<td>Aptamer</td>
<td>Docetaxel/Cancer</td>
<td>191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>140 nm</td>
<td>Aptamer</td>
<td>Cisplatin prodrug/Cancer</td>
<td>192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100 nm</td>
<td>Passive</td>
<td>MAPK signaling/ Cancer</td>
<td>193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100–120 nm, −20 mV</td>
<td>Peptide</td>
<td>Brain</td>
<td>194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>80 nm</td>
<td>Small molecule</td>
<td>Epigallocatechin 3-Gallate/Cancer</td>
<td>195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>poly(D,L-lactide-co-glycolide)- poly(ethylene glycol)-Aptamer</td>
<td>160–240 nm, −25 mV</td>
<td>Aptamer</td>
<td>Docetaxel/Cancer</td>
<td>196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poly(L-lysine)</td>
<td>80 nm, + 1 mV</td>
<td>Triggered; pH-sensitive</td>
<td>Acidic tumours</td>
<td>197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poly(lactic acid)-poly(ethylene glycol) and poly(caprolactone)- poly(ethylene glycol)</td>
<td>20–200 nm</td>
<td>Ultrasound triggered</td>
<td>Doxorubicin/Cancer</td>
<td>198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pluronic</td>
<td>40 nm, + 18 mV</td>
<td>Peptide</td>
<td>Cartilage</td>
<td>199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>poly(N-isopropylacrylamide- b-methyl methacrylate)</td>
<td>190 nm</td>
<td>Triggered; T-sensitive</td>
<td>Prednisone/Inflammation</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>poly(1-ethoxycarbonyl)-vinylphosphonic diacid and poly(n-butyl acrylate)</td>
<td>80–120 nm</td>
<td>Protein; Annexin-A5</td>
<td>Inflammation</td>
<td>201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poly(ethylene glycol)- poly(aspartate hydrazone adriamycin)</td>
<td>65 nm</td>
<td>Triggered; pH-sensitive</td>
<td>Doxorubicin/Cancer</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poly(γ-glutamic acid)-PL</td>
<td>115–126 nm, −20 mV</td>
<td>Small molecule; Galactosamine</td>
<td>Paclitaxel/Cancer</td>
<td>202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poly(L-glutamic acid)</td>
<td>50 nm</td>
<td>Small molecule; Biotin</td>
<td>Doxorubicin/Cancer</td>
<td>203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>poly(2-methyl-2-carboxytrimethylene carbonate-co-D,L-lactide)</td>
<td>130 nm</td>
<td>RGD</td>
<td>Corneal epithelial cells</td>
<td>204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poly(β-malic acid)</td>
<td>7–25 nm, −5 mV</td>
<td>Multiple; Antibody; Triggered</td>
<td>Antisense ON/Brain Tumour</td>
<td>205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15–25 nm, −5 mV</td>
<td>Multiple; Antibody</td>
<td>Antisense oligonucleotides</td>
<td>206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>40–300 nm</td>
<td>Small molecule; Galactose</td>
<td>Various</td>
<td>207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poly(γ-benzyl-L-glutamate)- Poly(vinylbenzylactonamide)</td>
<td>20–30 nm</td>
<td>Peptide</td>
<td>Cisplatin/Cancer</td>
<td>208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poly(acrylamide)</td>
<td>100–200 nm</td>
<td>Polypeptide</td>
<td>Cancer</td>
<td>209</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Physicochemical Characteristics (Size, ζ-potential)</th>
<th>Targeting Strategy</th>
<th>Drug/Disease or Indication</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pullulan acetate/sulfadimethoxine conjugate</td>
<td>70 nm</td>
<td>Triggered; pH-sensitive</td>
<td>Doxorubicin/Cancer</td>
<td>210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ribonucleoprotein</td>
<td>40–70 nm</td>
<td>Passive</td>
<td>Various</td>
<td>211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Styrene-maleic acid copolymers</td>
<td>175 nm</td>
<td>Zinc protoporphyrin</td>
<td>Cancer</td>
<td>212</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3

Novel ligands screened for targeted NP development

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Ligand type</th>
<th>Receptor</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High affinity ligands</td>
<td>Peptides</td>
<td>LHDH</td>
<td>αvβ3 integrin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SP5-2 (TDSILRSYDWTY)</td>
<td>Non-small cell lung cancer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NGR peptide</td>
<td>Angiogenic endothelial cell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>iRGD (CRGDK/RGPD/EC)</td>
<td>αvβ3 integrin and neuropilin-1, on tumour vessels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A 10 RNA Apt</td>
<td>Prostate-specific membrane antigen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sgc8c DNA Apt</td>
<td>Protein tyrosine kinase 7 (PTK7) receptor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>35-mer DNA Apt</td>
<td>Platelet-derived growth factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>88-mer DNA Apt</td>
<td>CCRF-CEM (Human T cell lymphoblast-like cell line)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aptamers</td>
<td></td>
<td>A 10 RNA Apt</td>
<td>Prostate-specific membrane antigen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sgc8c DNA Apt</td>
<td>Protein tyrosine kinase 7 (PTK7) receptor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>35-mer DNA Apt</td>
<td>Platelet-derived growth factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>88-mer DNA Apt</td>
<td>CCRF-CEM (Human T cell lymphoblast-like cell line)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antibodies</td>
<td></td>
<td>Monoclonal antibody A7</td>
<td>Colorectal carcinoma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Transferrin antibody</td>
<td>Transferrin receptor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DH17E6</td>
<td>αvβ3 integrin receptor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2C5 antibody</td>
<td>Nucleosome (NS)-restricted activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5D4 antibody</td>
<td>Prostate cancer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Anti-HER2 scFv</td>
<td>ErbB2 receptor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Anti-VCAM-1</td>
<td>Vascular cell adhesion molecule-1 (VCAM-1) on activated endothelial cells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Anti-CD22 scFv</td>
<td>CD22 antigen B-cell lymphomas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other targeting molecules</td>
<td></td>
<td>Affibody (e.g. Anti-EGFR affibody)</td>
<td>EGFR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Avimer</td>
<td>Human extracellular receptor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Nanobody</td>
<td>Human tumour-associated carcinoembryonic antigen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internalizing ligands</td>
<td>Peptides</td>
<td>ACTTPHAWLCG</td>
<td>BBB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>GLA and GYR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>TGNYKALPHNG</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>